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We are currently living through an experience that makes different demands every day. Even
the experts change their instructions day by day. The demand of constant changing
circumstances has challenged our davening as never before.
How can we immediately respond to new circumstances in our davening?
A group of dedicated individuals decided to share how we can respond to ever changing
circumstances with ever changing prayers.
So in just a few days we compiled this Machzor as imperfect as our prayers and as wonderful
and exciting as our daily Siddur.
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Introduction

4 Sivan 5780

Covid Survival Shavuos Siddur Project.

When the Children of Israel said "Naase Vinishma", we will do and we will hear; they were responding to
Moshe Rabbeinu reading to them from Sefer Habris, Book Of The Covenant, which Rashi explains
means he was reading to them from the beginning of the Torah until the point at which they stood at that
moment. They were responding to a challenge of a covenant, a Bris. The Bris was not only “We will
do”, but will we pay attention to the commandments, and to everything that happens to us, and view all
those events as being part of the Bris!

We will have the capacity to process all that occurs to us through the lens of The Covenant between the
Jewish people and God.

The Covenant asks of us, that we take all that happens to us, and we process it through, and apply it to our
relationship with God, the covenant of Sinai. There is no more appropriate way to say "Naase
Vinishma", "We Will Do And We Will Hear!" in our generation, than to take everything we have
recently experienced and view it through the lens of the Covenant of Sinai; meaning take everything and
apply it to our Torah learning, to our Mitzvah observance, and most of all, into our Siddur, that which
organizes all of our events, experiences, all of our learning, all of our relationship with God and directs it
and focuses it on the future.

This project is to collect, "Kieesh Echad Bileiv Echad" from each individual unified all of our insights and
experiences and show how this Covenant of Sinai continues to live in the way we are davening this
Shavuos, processing everything that we have done in previous years, but doing it through the lens of the
covenant, showing The Almighty we have learned, we have paid attention and we are applying all you
have taught us in constructive ways to renew this Bris, this Covenant of "Naaseh Vinishma".
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Many years ago I learned a Ramban that described how the Almighty joins us in our prayers and
found the idea of Hashem being our Partner in Prayer a perfect insight into “Sh’ma Koleinu,”
“Hear our Voices,” with the idea that “our” voices refer to God’s Voice joining with ours.
However, before I actually used this insight in my prayer I consulted with my study partner, my
Partner in Torah, who, after many challenges, agreed and took his first step toward becoming a
Partner in Prayer.
The idea of Partnership began to transform my lectures on prayer into sharing insights, opening
discussions for all participants to offer insights, challenge them and, ultimately refine them. All
those voices are with me each time I pray, all my Partners in Prayer, linked with the Ultimate
Partner as taught by the Ramban.
Those first partners became partners in Midot Development; together stretching the highest
vision of our personal characteristics. We shared difficult situations and discussed the most
effective and beautiful ways to deal with the challenges. We would then filter all the suggestions
through the teachings of Torah. My Partners in Prayer became Partners in Personal
Development.
We envision Partners using the connection through prayer for strategically praying for each other
Rabbi Chaim Goldberger, our Rabbinic guide, the author of “The Six Steps of Bitachon,” also a
superb Partner in Torah, Prayer and Development, teaches that we should use Partners in
Bitachon to help us process the necessary steps of true Bitachon.
We, a group of Partners in Torah, Personal Development, Bitachon and Prayer, have been
inspired to use the Covid Crisis, when many are first turning to prayer or first recognizing how
prayer offers a comprehensive toolbox for all aspects of life, a filing system for all we learn and
experience to support others in mastering the Art of Prayer. We are assiduously working at
collecting insights and experiences and using prayer to apply and reify.
We are also organizing groups of Partners and Mentors to help people refine insights and
identify places in prayer that address our unusual experiences.
This project is our initial offering, an invitation to take full advantage of one of our growing list
of Partners or one of our esteemed mentors. Please enjoy and use this Workbook using Shavuot
to help reframe our experiences of the past few months.
Thank You:
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Harav Yochanan Zweig shlit”a for his blessing for this project
Rabbi Chaim Goldberger for his guidance.
May all those who dedicated so much to this project experience in the most tangible ways the
Almighty partnering in all they do in life.
מכלכל חיים בחסד
And to all the Partners in this Project:
Alan Fisher
Nathan Kruman
Hadassah Davids
Esther Kruman
Baila Wurzcburger
Mordekhai Kholdorov
Esther Biel
Chana Goldberger
Beth
Estee Lichter
El-Ad Eliovson
Baila Greisman
Sonya Wolkenfeld
Beth Topas
Debbie Issacman
Rabbi Gutmacher
Team at GCNY
Machberet Avodat Hashem
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Notes:
● We have not included Torah Reading as so many are still unable to participate in public
reading.
● We have used different translations in compiling this project. However, we follow the
instructions of HaRav Yaakov Weinberg zt”l that : Hashem is translated as God,
Elokeinu as Our Lord, Kail as Almighty.

www.partnersinprayer.live
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Opening Night of Shavuot - Ma’ariv in the times of Covid:
With deep understanding HaShem changes the times
(Machberet Avodat HaShem)
We are here together and it is the opening night of Shavuot: It is Ma’ariv, the first night of
Shavuot, and we are in the times of COVID.

שׁ ָע ִרים
ְ  ְבּ ָח ְכמָה פּוֹ ֵת ַח,שׁר ִבּ ְדבָרוֹ ַמ ֲע ִריב ֲע ָרבִים
ֶ ֲא
Who by His word brings on evening and darkness and with wisdom opens gates.
This year, more than ever, before we understand this phrase “Who by His word brings on evening
and darkness” in a new and different way. Yet, at the same time “And He with wisdom opens
gates,” -- the gates of our tefillah this year, in a time in which there has been so much darkness,
lack of clarity, not knowing what to do, and with utter uncertainty of what the future will bring.
Shavuot, therefore, this year, represents gates that are being opened in a way to access greater
wisdom and enhanced clarity so that we can grow from this experience in a real and meaningful
way and not “simply” go back to life the way it was, unchanged.
The Blessing continues, וּ ִבּ ְתבוּנָה ְמשַׁ נֶּה ִע ִתּים, “ … and Who, with understanding, alters periods”.
We know this phrase from the book of Daniel because this is a phrase that Daniel uses when
explaining Nevuchadnetzar’s dream to the king. These are Daniel ’s words. It's not
just any periods of any day, Daniel  is referring to periods of history. Our history. And
we've been going through one of the most tumultuous periods of history and it is all going so
quickly, so quickly we can barely take a breath in order to deal with the overwhelming changes
in our times that are thrust upon us in rapid succession. COVID, wildfires, locusts, floods, polar
caps melting, the ozone, China, Russia, Iran, rising antisemitism around the world, the stock
market shooting and falling within minutes -- our heads are spinning -- how do we deal with
this?
COVID has taught us something in stark black and white. No question. We cannot feel
comfortable that we know what tomorrow, let alone what next week, will bring. Do not forget
when we were in the throes of COVID, we never knew what would be from day to day. Will
there be milk? Will there be a job? What if someone gets sick? How do I protect my loved ones
from this invisible evil?
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From period to period, from moment to moment, one thing reverberated loudly in our minds: we
are at Hashem’s complete mercy.
And so, it is Shavuot night, and we daven, We pray that we can be given insight, an opening of
light in the darkness, a ray of wisdom that will help us develop not just a clear perspective of
history, but a clear view of our role in history… of our role in our lives and in our little worlds.
So that's what we mean when we say, “Uvitvunah mishaneh itim.” Yes, Hashem changes the
times with great wisdom. May it be that the changing times change us, for the better; and that we
each learn the individual lesson that we were each meant to learn from this, our personal lesson
… our personal prayer … and say it with all of our heart and, no, not forget.
(Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Shema Night 1

Maariv - Shavuot : The First Night : The Blessing of Shema - making sense of our senses and
elevating ourselves above the physical.
 וּ ַמ ְב ִדּיל בֵּין יוֹם וּבֵין ָליְ ָלה, וּ ַמ ֲעבִיר יוֹם וּ ֵמבִיא ַליְ ָלה,שׁ ְך ִמ ְפּנֵי אוֹר
ֶ ֹשׁ ְך וְח
ֶ ֹ גּוֹ ֵלל אוֹר ִמ ְפּנֵי ח, בּוֹ ֵרא יוֹ ָמם וָ ַליְ ָלהHe creates
day and night, removing light from before darkness and darkness from before light. He causes day to pass
and brings night, and separates day and night.
When the Sages composed these blessings they made sure that we would speak of the evening -- even as
we recited the morning blessings; and that we also would speak of the morning -- even as we recited the
evening blessings.
The Sages’ intention was for us to understand that these prayers are specifically intended for us to be able
to look at the world beyond physical limitations and without any preconceived notions of what is dark and
night versus what is light and day -- notions of what is “good” and what appears to be “not good”.
This deeper understanding conveyed by the Sages is that we have limited understanding of “day and
night” in the spiritual sense, and that we have no real understanding of “light and dark” in the ultimate
sense. This is especially appropriate on this Shavuot holiday. Why? Because we know that part of the
revelation at Sinai was that we were actually able to see the sounds! When we stood at Har Sinai we saw
beyond seeing and we heard beyond hearing. We were infused with the Reality of Hashem and therefore
given a gift that allowed us to reach beyond the physical world and relate to the infinite -- the world above
sight and the world above sound, the spiritual world beyond the senses.
This Har Sinai Experience is a memory within each of our souls. When we say this blessing on the Shema
we can try to imagine that we remember that experience and take that “memory” into our prayer. This
perspective is especially appropriate for us during this time of battling the COVID virus. We had the time
before the virus. Philosophically we “knew” that we are “in Hashem’s hands,” and, philosophically we
believed we understood that we “really cannot predict or expect what the future will bring”. But the
COVID experience caused us to get this understanding in an inescapable, terrifying, palpable way.
We typically think of time in the linear sense. Yet, on Har Sinai we were given a gift, we were given
incredible tools to rise above every limitation. In other words, to rise above limitations of time through
our relationship with Hashem. We can access this gift of standing at Har Sinai as we express the words
“Shema Yisroel, HaShem Elokainu, HaShem Echad.”
Let’s take what we experienced and learned about ourselves, about the world, and mostly about our
relationship with Hashem during the crisis … and use that to create our future.
This is the gift of Sinai and we can make it real for us this year.
This is the gift of Sinai -- of moving beyond time and beyond our limits. That’s teshuvah - moving
beyond and into our future in a directed, conscious way.
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Teshuvah. Why does it say, “... the same way that they arrived at Har Sinai into teshuva, they left
Rephidim in teshuvah”? (Rashi, Shemot 19)
It should say the opposite! It should say, “The same way they left Riphidim in teshuva, they went to Har
Sinai in Teshuva.” You begin with the past, you don't begin with the future. There is a time sequence,
right?
Here’s a deep meaning to this question:
The best kind of teshuva is when you're looking at your future and realize everything can be changed.
You now have this opportunity to change absolutely everything! Even the teshuvah you were attempting,
earlier, can be changed -- it is a work ... you are a work ... in progress. You look forward and see where
you want to be. You look where you are now and plot how to get there!
Ratzo v’shov - (The following explains how we can continue this insight in the morning’s blessing of
Shema:) … back and forth in time… just as the angels do … and as we will describe about the angels in
the Haftarah on the first day of Shavuot, and just as we will describe in the first blessing of Shema in the
morning, at the beginning of the first day of Shavuot ….
This takes us to the bracha of habocher b’amo Yisrael b’ahava, (Who chose us, Yisrael, In Love). This is
the breath of receiving Torah; it is our relationship with HaShem during the Har Sinai experience and
saying, you know what Hashem, "v'ahavta" -- this is a relationship of Love. And because it's a
relationship so clearly based on love that I want to live with this sense of emet, truth - that Hashem loves
us. It's true v’yatziv v’nachon, and certain and established. Because we have this gift of Har Sinai, the
experience of being beyond time, this allows us the clarity to also understand what comes next after
Shema. The vavei ha’amudim, the 15 “vav”s in ויציב ונכו ֿן, which correspond to the 15 ווי העמודים במשקן ו,
the 15 “vav”s after we complete the Shema):
And Certain… And Established… And True… And Enduring… And Straight.. And Direct…
And Faithful… And Beloved… And Cherished… And Desirable… And Beautiful…
And Awesome.... And Powerful… And Fixing, Correcting… And Accepted… And Good...
And This Affirmation…
And, And, And ... And these pillars, these vauvs, what comes next and next and next … I'm able to
connect all the way back to Har Sinai, and connect that forward, Ratzo Vashov, to all the different parts of
my life. (Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Maariv
Blessings and Shema
Blessed are You, Hashem, You are the Source of all blessings, our God, King of the Universe,
With His word He brings on evenings. I think that they [the nation of Yisrael] were able to go
to sleep with an unbelievable sense of security. They felt safe; they felt protected. And despite
knowing and fully expecting the world to change the next day, they felt secure that God would
guide them and would teach them and would protect them so that they could move forward into
this new life. And I think it is something that many of us have appreciated. The fact that even
when so much of this world is in flux, we still have a sense of security. We are able to go to sleep
tonight, and we still expect to wake up in the morning. For those of us who have maintained our
prayers and our learning and in fact even increased them – we have been granted the ability to
fully appreciate this gift even in the evenings because it is God who brings them [these gifts] to
this period of darkness; we feel safe and secure in our ability to move forward into the future.
Isn’t it interesting that Yaakov Avinu, the Bechir H’Avot, the Choices of the patriarchs, is the
one who instituted Arvit? And isn’t it even more fascinating that it was instituted as a matter of
choice originally, [and] not as an obligation? As if to say “Here, you have these tools, it is your
choice whether or not to use them,” which is certainly consistent with this time of preparing to
receive the Torah to be granted all these tools. And with understanding it, it will be our choice of
how to use them. Moreover, it is the fact that this is a prayer that he [Yaakov] composed when he
went to sleep. And the sense [Yaakov had] that God was focused on him and taking care of him
was on this mountain and he understood that this was the mountain of the House of Hashem.
We certainly have been granted the ability to turn our homes into places holier than when this
thing [COVID-19 isolation] began. And [our ability to do] that is through the gifts we received
on Har Sinai, [these are] the gifts that we begin to celebrate the opening night of Shavuot, with
wisdom He opens the gates and with understanding. And the Lord saw the light that it was
good and He separated between the light and the dark. And so this idea of separation has
become a fundamental concept in Judaism. For example, we use it when we say Havdalah, we go
from Shabbat into Chol, into the week. However, we also refer to this every single night. When
we recite the opening blessing of Shema, and this chochmah is understood as the one that can
make separations to define things and put things in the right place, the right perspective and to
separate. And this was necessary for the Jews before they stood at Har Sinai because although
they arrived in a state of Teshuvah (in a state of fixing the past), they did not want to be stuck in
the past and live only in the past. They wanted to separate those experiences and be able to move
forward, not as former slaves, but as people who would be Mamlechet Kohanim.
It's difficult for us in these current circumstances to have sufficient clarity to be able to separate
between what is good in this situation and what is not. What should we take from what we have
learned and use in a positive and constructive way? And how do we deal with all those negative
feelings? That is the  ָח ְכ ָמה, the wisdom that is the  ְתבוּנָה, understanding, that's described in this
blessing. And as we recite this blessing the night before we are to receive the Torah at Har Sinai.
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We look forward to the source of all that wisdom, which is the Torah that we will see tomorrow
and be able to understand the Creator and see the Creator with full clarity.
And changes the times There is an Imrei Shamai on the portion of Lech Lecha that explains the
reason God wanted Abraham to be a wanderer so that Abraham would have more compassion
for the guests. He was destined to host because of his great commitment. And it's interesting how
so many of us who were living comfortably and then confronted by this COVID situation found
that we were able to develop more compassion for those who didn't have things. And we were
able to be better friends, and be more supportive of them within the community.
When we speak of the Jews arriving at Sinai, we say that immediately upon their arrival at Sinai,
they camped as one. And yet we would expect this sense of unity to be stressed on the day of
revelation itself, not six days earlier, before they even began their preparation. Because of all
they had gone through together in Egypt, leaving Egypt, crossing the sea after the scene,
everything that followed, they had developed this capacity to feel for each other. And because
they had this capacity [as a result of] shared experiences and sensitivity, that's the reason they
were able to camp as one man with one heart.
The second bracha before shemah is the introduction to “A Study in Contrast.” The night before
they received the Torah, I wonder if it was possible for them to even recite such a bracha that
with an eternal love have you loved the house of Israel, your nation. That I think was possible
because of the introduction to Sinai.
[With] An everlasting love You loved the House of Israel, Your people The sense of I carried
you on the wings of eagles. I want you to be a kingdom of priests. I want you to be an am segula.
So we understand even from the presentation of Revelation, that this idea of the special love that
God has for the Jewish people (not just from the words at Sinai, but everything they experienced)
is part of [the] Sinai [experience], [which] means this [special love that God has for the Jewish
people] must be part of the preparation for revelation. Torah and commandments, statutes and
laws, You taught us. Well, that could have been true, [but] even the night before they received
the Torah they had begun to receive certain halachos at Mara sham, sam lo chok umishpat el
nisahu. They received some of the halachos of Shabbos with the man. And so they were already
beginning to understand this idea. But did they fully appreciate [the concept of] “Torah,
commandments, decrees and ordinances You taught us”? Or was this an expression of “You
were kind enough to give us a taste of what Torah, commandments, decrees, and ordinances are
and tonight, before we experienced revelation, before you begin to give us more of the
information of the covenant, we understand that they are an expression of that Eternal Love.”
And we understand that this is only a taste of that which is to come.
I would add an additional perspective this year, that this would not only be about Hashem saying,
I carried you on the wings of eagles. I wouldn't only say this year the preparation for Har Sinai is
that I will make you a kingdom of priests, that I will have a covenant for you forever or even
[having] given you a taste of Torah and mitzvot of that which is to come tomorrow. That's not the
only way I read it this year. What my perspective is this year, the way I'm preparing this bracha
for this coming Shavuos is when I see the degree of chesed, acts of kindness, the way we nurture
the life force of family members, community members, and the nation as a whole, and all the
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people of the world, that all the acts of kiddush Hashem, and the unbelievable increase in the
level of learning. But most of all, the idea of how Torah will address this situation, and address it
in the most beautiful ways, means we have an opportunity this year on the night before
revelation to look at Hashem and say, “Oh, The Torah and mitzvot, chukim and mishpatim have
changed us. And You have given us the tools necessary to create a world filled with love,
connection, and nurturance”- that is eternal love. So that's the kavanah I intend to use the first
night. But the other [kavanah] is to take a step back and say, I don't yet have everything I will
have tomorrow because it's a night [before] Revelation, but I know there's more to come. Which
would mean that on the first night of Shavuos, I will say I have no idea what the future will be what the community will look like, how the community will change. Is a day of universal
learning on rosh chodesh Sivan an indication of how all Jews will begin to study Torah together?
I don't know. But I do know that I can look forward to it with expectation. And if, on this
shavuos, we can look forward to Torah with a sense of expectation that it will take us to heights
we never imagined before, even after this terrible crisis, then we will certainly be prepared for
Torah and for Shavuos as never before. And therefore, those who have been able to use Torah
during this time, as a source of being centered, as a source of calm, as a source of connection to
life and meaning, then this bracha all the more so has meaning when we say, Therefore,
Adonoy, our God, when we lie down and when we rise, we will discuss Your statutes, and
rejoice in the words of the teachings of Your Torah and in Your commandments forever.
We can say as never before [that] they are our life and they lengthen our days [they are] our
connection to all eternity, and we can say as never before [that] on them we will meditate day
and night. And we certainly can say, for ourselves how desperately we must say [May] Your
love never be removed from us, and it is that [Your love] to which we look forward to
tomorrow, a wedding, restarting this relationship [and] celebrating the love and that connection
will make it the greatest choice of our lives.  Blessed are You, Adonoy, Who loves His people
Israel.
So first of all, we have an image in the Gomorrah of him [Yaakov], in which the children, the 12
sons of Yaakov, are surrounding his bed when he wants to reveal the end of days. And for some
reason it is hidden from him, whatever that means. And so he wonders whether there's something
they're lacking. And so the children surrounding his bed say:
Listen, Israel Yaakov avinu : Adonoy is our God, Adonoy is One. But, you know, I was
wondering first in terms of shavous [the nation is] surrounding the mountain, and they're ready to
receive the Torah to prepare themselves for Torah, to focus on this relationship. [This] was the
equivalent of ִשׂ ָר ֵאל יְהֹוָה ֱאלֵֹֽהינוּ יְהֹוָה ֶא ָחד
ְ שׁמַע י.
ְ And that would mean that for those of us who have
used this time as an opportunity to look toward har sinai, to look toward the Torah, to look
toward the revelation of the essence of the Almighty on the mountain (that will imbue our very
being) and we based our plans for the future the way we're dealing with this situation as we can
yichan neged ha’har that our lives have for many of us become a visible expression of ִשׂ ָר ֵאל
ְ ְשׁמַע י
ֹ
יְהֹוָה ֱאל ֵֽהינוּ יְהֹוָה ֶא ָחד.
And what about the whispered:
Blessed [is His] Name, Whose glorious kingdom is forever and ever. Because we're no longer
davening in public or davening alone, or davening quietly, we are davening in privacy. Basically,
14
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we're davening in a whisper the way we whisper Hashem’s name in the privacy of our homes.
The way we softly sing these tefilos to Hashem are perhaps the most beautiful and profound
expressions of kavod Hashem. Because we realize that just as we did with the mishkan, we can
bring the kavod Hashem anthropomorphically into our own hands, into our own homes.
And you shall discuss them when you sit in your house, and when you travel on the road
refers to people who are going through a journey through life and don't necessarily know what
their journey will bring. Here this mitzvah of learning Torah, and using the Torah as a source to
nurture our relationship with a Hashem.  וּ ְ ֒ב ֶל ְכ ְתּ ָך ַב ֶֽדּ ֶר ְךcertainly applies more than ever before. And
so tomorrow morning, when we stand at Har Sinai, we will say, “Ah, we have been on a journey
since the beginning of this virus. We have gone up, we have gone down, we've been scared,
we've been confident, we've been calm, we've been nervous. We have gone through all sorts of
things. But today, we have reached our destination. And at this destination, we want to express
our love for you as never Before, that would be the [ וּ ְ ֒ב ֶל ְכ ְתּ ָך ַב ֶֽדּ ֶר ְךon the] first night of shavuos.
and when you lie down and when you rise. And you shall bind them for a sign upon your
hand, and they shall be for totafos between your eyes. And you shall write them upon the
doorposts of your house and upon your gateways.
In the opening paragraph of the Shema, we say teach them thoroughly to your children and of
them while you sit in your home. Yet in the second paragraph of the Shema, we say teach them
to your children, to discuss them. And this is certainly true, in a way it has never been
before-homeschooling. We can't rely on other people to be teaching our children Torah, we can’t
be relying on other people to teach our children how to have a relationship with Hashem and the
way we learn torah and the amount of time we spend learning Torah and the way we apply the
Torah to our lives. [This] is going to be an example as never before, of  וְִל ַמּ ְד ֶתּם֯ אֹ֯ ָתם ֶאת־ ְבּנֵי ֶכםto
discuss them while you sit in your home. And of course, we hope that the idea of being able to
connect people from all four corners of the world in a way we never have before over the internet
learning together all over the world more intensely, more regularly than ever before. We can say
we're beginning to experience this sense of kedushah in its true ethereal sense, not something
that can be seen, measured, calculated, but something that can be experienced beyond any
physical calculation. And therefore this idea of kedushah is certainly something that we want to
master tomorrow morning when we stand at har Sinai and we are filled with the essence of
Hashem inside of us and we understand the reality of our own existence. At that point, what we
want is to share that sense of kedusha we choose from all four corners of the earth. And so we
are prepared for a har Sinai that doesn't have to be in the physical presence of Sinai, but can be
[a har Sinai] with this shared experience of Torah.
-Machberet Avodas Hashem-
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Elokai Nitzor
Elokai Nitzor Lishonee Mayrah (Shavuos Night Amidah)
Hakadosh Baruch Hu exists in the Daled Amos of Halacha. What can’t you bring in there? Lashon Hara
and Gayva. Because Hakadosh Baruch Hu Says "Ein Ani Vihu Dar" we can't live in the same world, and I
can’t bring in someone who speaks Lashon Hara, the “Elokai Nitzor Lishonee Mayra" I am gonna say on
Friday, on Thursday night,t is going to be really important if I want to be able to enter the Daled Amos
right. (Mah)
Ketores connection (to be used tomorrow morning with the ketores)
ִק ָדּשׁ ִמ ְפּנֵי ַה ָכּבוד
ְ וַ ֲהלא מֵי ַרגְ ַליִם יָפִין ָלהּ ֶא ָלּא ֶשׁ ֵאין ַמ ְכנִי ִסין מֵי ַרגְ ַליִם ַבּמּ:
We cannot mix in things that will not bring Kavod to Hashem.
During Covid and quarantining, I had to now filter who can enter my home, (Domain) or not. Perhaps it
is time to see that I can only have a domain with and through the existence of Hakadosh Baruch Hu. I
hope I remember and use the skills of “social distancing” so I distance those things that do not live within
the Daled Amos of Halacha.
(MS)
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Ata Vichartanu
Ata Vichartanu Kavanot For Shavuot Ma’ariv
“You have chosen us from all the peoples; You loved us and found favor in us; You exalted us above all
the tongues and You sanctified us with Your commandments. You drew us close, our King, to Your
service and proclaimed Your great and Holy Name upon us.”
Kavanot Shavuot Ma’ariv:
You have chosen us from all the peoples;
Based on Rabbeinu Yehudah ben Yakar, “Not because you are more numerous than all the peoples did
God desire you and choose you, for you are the fewest of all the peoples (Devarim 7:7).”
The Sefat Emet explains that “fewest” describes humility; God chose us for our ability to be humble even
when we experience our greatness as His chosen people, as we did at Mount Sinai.(Va’Etchanan)
Kavanah: “Allow us to merit the humility that comes with the awareness of our awesome responsibility
so that You will choose us again as You chose us at Sinai.”

You loved us and found favor in us;
Based on Rabbeinu Yehudah ben Yakar, “Rather, because of God’s love for you and because He observes
the oath that He swore to your forefathers did He take you out with a strong hand and redeem you from
the house of slavery, from the hand of Pharaoh, king of Egypt (Devarim 7:8).” The first of the Aseret
HaDibrot, the Ten Statements, that Israel heard directly from God so that these words permeated our
souls and became part of our being, is, “I am God, your Lord, Who took you out of the land of Egypt,
from the house of slavery (Devarim 5:6).” If, as our first verse teaches that God took us out, “because of
God’s love for you and because He observes the oath that He swore to your forefathers,” then that love
and commitment to the Patriarchs was included in the First Statement, and permeates our souls.
Kavanah: “Help us connect to Shavuot at Sinai, and find Your love for us in the deepest part of our souls,
thereby leading You to find favor in us.”

You exalted us above all the tongues
Based on Rabbeinu Yehudah ben Yakar, “And I shall cut down all the pride of the wicked; the pride of the
righteous shall be exalted (Psalms 75:11).”
Why is the pride of the wicked actively cut down, while the pride of the righteous seems passively
exalted? The automatic consequence of God cutting down the pride of the wicked is that the pride of the
righteous is naturally exalted. (Toledot Yaakov Yosef, Ki Teitzei) On Shavuot, at Mount Sinai, God
actively exalted us by granting us the gift of speaking the words of Torah, the words that were used to
create the world. This was greater than the exaltedness we experienced when God punished the Egyptians
because of how they treated us.
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Ata Vichartanu
Kavanah: “Please actively exalt us as You did at Sinai, by allowing us to speak in the vocabulary of
Torah and become active participants in creation.”

You sanctified us with Your commandments.
Rav Noach Weinberg zt”l explained that our souls come with a “Kedusha Switch” that responds to our
physical performance of the mitzvot, and when activated with intention to be activated, it increases our
awareness of, and love for, God.
Kavanah (where we express the intention to activate the Kedusha Switch: “Allow us to use each
Mitzvah to nourish and nurture our love for You.” (This can also be used as a kavanah whenever reciting
the blessing, asher kidishanu b’mitzvotav; see Ohr Gedalyahu: Emor, based on Sefat Emet)
You drew us close, our King, to Your service:
Based on Rabbeinu Yehudah ben Yakar, “It happened that when you heard the voice from the midst of the
darkness and the mountain was burning in fire, that all the heads of your tribes and your elders
approached me - va’tikrevun alai (Devarim 5:20).”  The elders felt sufficiently comfortable to interrupt
Revelation to approach Moshe and express their fears! The love and intimacy expressed by God to us at
Sinai allowed us to approach His service with comfort and wholeness.
Kavanah: “Allow us to experience the same sense of safety as experienced at Sinai, when we approach
Your service.”

Proclaimed Your great and Holy Name upon us.
Based on Rabbeinu Yehudah ben Yakar, “And I will grant you the treasures of darkness and hidden riches
of secret places, in order that you should know that I am God Who has proclaimed your name, ‘I, the Lord
of Israel,’ for the sake of My servant Jacob and Israel, My chosen one (Isaiah 45:3-4).” When we are
aware that God desires to be known by us, “I, the Lord of Israel,” or as we say in Tefillah, “The Lord of
Abraham, the Lord of Isaac, the Lord of Jacob,” and we live in a manner that God is known by our
behavior, we will merit to access, “the treasures of darkness and hidden riches of secret places,” the
treasures of comprehending the reasons for darkness and suffering and secrets of the Torah.
Kavanah: “We commit ourselves to act in such a way that You are known by us. May we merit the gift of
the “the treasures of darkness and hidden riches of secret places.” (Machberes Avodas Hashem)
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Ata Vichartanu Maariv

Written by Machberes Avodas Hashem

אַ ָתּה ְב ַח ְר ָתּנוּ
“You have chosen us from all peoples.” So this is clearly a preparation for the morning of
Shavuot, meaning it is a kavana that we can use, and the nighttime, the first time we recite this,
because in one of the preparatory things that Hashem said to Moshe at Har Sinai was that you
have seen my commitment to you and you'll be an am segulah mikol haAmim. So obviously this
idea of Atah Vachartanu was a necessary preparation for what will be happening tomorrow,
meaning on Shavuot morning, at Revelation.
The question is how have we been able to experience this sense of Atah Vachartanu over this
period of COVID. So there were those who originally began by saying, since we were chosen,
we are protected. And we didn't need to follow the quarantine and the restrictions and be as
careful as other people. But then we found out that this type of choosing is not some type of
magical protection in all, in any, cases. In fact, the choosing has to be something that is reflected
in the way we respond to this choice, which is the amount of the acts of kindness, compassion
that we have demonstrated for each other, for our communities. All the different things that we
are doing and the way we're honoring those who, the medical workers, the Haztalah drivers,
everything that we are doing to honor these people is the reflection of this choice of Atah
Vachartanu. And when we're davening, we're saying that we are responding to your invitation to
be an am Segulah, a mamlechet Kohanim v'goi kadosh, by responding, and acting toward each
other in the same way.
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Ata Vichartanu
Steps that brought us to Har Sinai.
Ata Vichartanu
Written by Machberes Avodas Hashem
“You have chosen us from all the peoples; You loved us and found favor in us; You exalted us above all
the languages and You sanctified us with Your commandments. You drew us close, our King, to Your
service and proclaimed Your great and Holy Name upon us.”
You loved us and found favor in us
Your love for us is different then our love for You. We love You because of all the good that you do for
us. However, His love for us is not because of what we do for Him, and not because we are similar as a
child is to a father, but an eternal love that is an expression of the purpose of creation.
You have chosen us from all the peoples
Referring to the generation of the Tower of Babel.

You loved us
During the time of the patriarchs when You made it clear that Your love for us is beyond explanation, as
the verse says, “Is not Esau a brother to Jacob? And you loved Jacob (Malachi 1:2)."
You exalted us
With all the miracles You performed in Egypt.
You sanctified us with Your Commandments
Specifically the commandments of circumcision and the Pesach Offering. (Sha'ar HaRachamim/Maggid
Tzedek)
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Yaaleh Viyavo
Ya'aleh Viyavo
Ya’aleh, “Let our prayer go up.” And after it goes up, veyavo, “and let it come into You.” After it comes
into You, ve’yagi’ah, “and may our prayer meet You,” ve’yerei’ah, “and may You see our prayer,”
v’yeratzeh, “and may you desire it.” Do you realize how powerful your prayer has to be, and how
beautiful, that God should see it and desire it? And then, ve’yishama – “and hear our prayer,”
va’yipaked, “and respond to it.” But look at what you have to go through for God to ‘desire’ your prayer.
This is what we want God to do. We want God to desire our prayer. Actually, we are reminding ourselves.
How many tefillot do we say that are beautiful enough? How many of us can say that?
(Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Vehasienu - Kadisheinu B'mitzvosecha/evening

Bestow upon us, O Hashem Our Lord, the blessing of your appointed festivals, for life, for peace, for
gladness, for joy, as You desired and promised to bless us, is the night before Shavuos. You told me,
made it very clear to us, before Har Sinai. This was an expression of a desire to bless us, to give us what
we need to live an extraordinary existence, to bless us to be prepared for receiving the Torah, to bless us
with the capacity to grow from the experience and to bless us with the ability to walk away from it and
carry it with us. That You made clear on the night before, but You continued and we continue to say to
You, kadisheinu b'mitzvotecha, which is You're giving us Your mitzvot tomorrow, meaning tomorrow
morning at Har Sinai.
We understand that these mitzvot are actually going to give us the ability to cross boundaries to connect
heaven and earth, to go beyond the idea of time, v'tein chelkeinu b'toratecha is that each one of us had a
personal experience of the 10 statements as the Zohar teaches that the word of Hashem entered each
individual as an individual. And then the light of the sound waves joined together in unity, which is Torah
as a whole. And that each of us has the ability to connect, which is one of the reasons we're doing this
project, which is for all of us to take what we have gained and use it in an active form, in our prayer, to
have an active relationship with Hashem and we are praying that we should be able to take anything we
have experienced and sanctify it by turning it into a positive and to help us find our portion in Your
Torah, and then to be able to walk away Mincha time, sab’einu mituvecha. This special gift of being
satisfied, not with good, but from Your best, that it's not that we survived, but that we were actually able
to find magnificent and wonderful things in this experience that changed us for the rest of our lives.
(Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Final 3 Blessings, Amidah First Evening

Retzei
When I say Retzei on that first night of Shavuot, whether it means “be favorable” as is translated
in the Artscroll Siddur or “please show us that You desire,” on the night of Shavuot, as I'm
looking forward to receiving the Torah tomorrow morning, I don't want it to be just a gift. I want
it to be an expression of “I so desire, I so treasure, your avodah, that I'm responding to you with
this gift of Torah and revealing myself to you.” This reminds me of the pasuk in Yeshayahu
(chapter 56) when he says v'simachtim b'veit tefiloti, oloteihem v'zivcheihem l'ratzon al mizbechi
ki veiti beit tefillah yikarei l'chol ha'amim. This House, where we have had this opportunity to
turn our homes into shuls, to transform our homes into batei midrash, houses of study, and we
have transformed our homes into places of simcha, happiness, happiness in service of God, no
matter the circumstances. And so now I can say to You: “Hashem, please, please, desire, find so
much favor in the avoda we've been doing during these circumstances that the gift of Torah, the
gift of Revelation, tomorrow, will be a response to our avoda, an expression of the simcha You
have found in the way we have worked to serve You in these difficult circumstances.”
On Shavuot morning, when I say Retzei, I will probably have in mind a Medrash Shocher Tov,
which is a medrash on Tehillim, and it is chapter 17, if I correctly recall, which says, “How is it
conceivable than any soldiers would die during the time that David Hamelech was king? And the
Gemara answers, because although they were serving David, and they were learning Torah, and
they were securing the land, etc., there was no desperate sense of let us build a Beit Hamikdash.
And that was a stain on them.” And therefore, when we daven, we say, It's not enough to have all
this, we want a Beit Hamikdash. And this has certainly been something that has come up over
this time, “Oh, we can't live without a shul” – then how did we live without a Beit Hamikdash?
“We can't live without a minyan” – then how can we live without a Beit Hamikdash? We're
constantly being reminded during these times that no matter what we have, we cannot forget to
demand a Beit Hamikdash.
So on this day, when Hashem provides us the ultimate gift, which is the revelation of His
Essence as much as a human being can comprehend the gift of Torah, we say, it's still is not
enough until we have a Beit Hamikdash, which is a kavana that I would use for Retzei, both for
Shacharit and for Mussaf, we want more, not just the ability to serve You and to use Your Torah
to serve You, but to be able to take this enhanced awareness of You and these tools to use that
awareness and to bring it all together in the ultimate place which is the Beit Hamikdash. At
Mincha time, what's interesting is that the Seder Hayom says that the words are Retzei Hashem
Elokeinu b'amcha Yisrael v'litfilatam sh'ai and skips v'hosheiv et ha'avodah l'dvir beitecha,
meaning, “Be favorable Hashem Our Lord, towards Your people Israel, turn to their prayer,” and
skipping “restore the service to the Holy of Holies of Your temple, and then speedily accept the
fire offerings, etc.” All of those were part of the Tefillah even during the time of the Temple in
Jerusalem, at least according to the Seder Hayom, meaning that even at the greatest place and the
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holiest place, we still understood that there was more that could happen. So we would daven:
“Please Hashem, we did that which You asked us to do. Please show us how much You desire
it.” And then for Mincha time on Shavuot, instead of focusing on the Retzei I would focus on
“May our eyes behold Your return to Zion in compassion.” This is referring to the Jewish people
seeing the glory of God rest on the Mishkan that they had just completed and they were able to
appreciate and see a tangible indication of that which they had achieved. And so Mincha time on
Shavuot, we know we have served, we know we have worked, we know we have received the
Torah, we know we have learned the Torah, we know we have attempted to find ways to apply
it. And now we say, “Please grant us this opportunity to see the tangible results of our service of
You, of our work.” (Machberet Avodat Hashem)
Modim
There is no question that the Modim, “we gratefully thank You” prayer, has changed over this
time as we certainly “acknowledge that Your miracles that are with us every day, Your wonders
and favors in every season, evening morning and afternoon, etc.” There is no question that we
can recognize this and say “Thank You” as never before. But more, we can do something with
this sense of “Thank You” that we are going to experience on the night of Shavuot, as we look
forward to Kabbalat HaTorah tomorrow. It's an interesting thing, because God has not asked
much of us so far, and despite not asking much of us, has provided us at this point with food,
clothing, water, safety, security, light, and not only that, but He's prepared to grant more to us
tomorrow. If we can master being Modim – grateful people, if we can master being
acknowledgers, if we can master this, then the gift we look forward to receiving tomorrow
morning, Shavuot morning, at Har Sinai, at the revelation will be that much more precious to us.
There's no question that at Har Sinai itself and the morning of Shavuot when the whole world
knew that something was happening because we were giving life to all of creation when we
accepted the Torah that it is on this we focus when we say “Everything alive,” v'chol hachaim,
“will gratefully acknowledge You.” And it's not just You, but it’s the fact that You have made us
active participants in allowing existence to continue. And therefore, for the Mussaf, it is not just
we who are grateful, but we want our gratitude to be such that it will inspire other people to be
grateful as well. And now we can look on the acts of kindness that our communities are doing,
and how many people are beginning to comment on the good and the generosity, and the
compassion that this experience has brought out our ability to be mosif, to add on to our gratitude
because we are influencing others to be grateful to the Almighty as well.
At Mincha1 time, it will be a different way, meaning the “mincha” when we can finally rest from
this crisis, when we can feel that the crisis is over, when we can rest from the entire day standing
1

Note: This is a kavana that should be used the next day mincha time.
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at Sinai, and we know that we can walk away with something, we pray that we are able to walk
away with the sense of “HaTov, the Beneficent One is Your name.” That's the way we want to
know You. “The good One, the One who did good for us,” and that ul'cha “and to You, it is”
noeh l'hodos, “fitting, beautiful to give thanks.” (Machberet Avodat Hashem)
SHALOM
“Give peace,” Peace, blessing, is the best vessel, as the Talmud teaches: to receive blessing is a
place of peace. If those moments when we were able to achieve a sense of calm and peace during
this period were the moments we were able to receive the blessings of clarity, those were the
moments that opened us up to receive the blessing of Torah in the morning. It is those moments
of peace and calm and maintaining perspective when we were able to understand that the Torah
we have is one of bracha, “blessing,” meaning always, eternally, expansive. And it will be this
sense of being able to have menucha, menuchat hanefesh, that our souls will be at peace, because
we will have an indication from the Almighty that we have handled this situation as well and as
productively as possible. And we say very simply to the Almighty, “Please give us the ability,
my Lord, to protect that which I have gained, the changes I have made, the lessons I have learned
to protect them and incorporate them and use them in my life going forward.” (Machberet
Avodat Hashem)
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Kiddush

קידוש יום טוב
Rav Daniel (ben Binyamin Wolf) Prostitz (1759-1846), the Rav of Pressburg and a colleague of the
Chasam Sofer teaches the combination of wine and speech.
The combination of wine and speech teaches us how to properly recite Kiddush. When we wonder how
something physical can become holy, we look at how grapes can become something so valuable and
special by how they are carefully processed. Physical things take on a new character.
The Torah teaches us to use our speech over the wine to declare the holiness of Shabbat. Words, too, can
be transformed from grapes to wine, if properly nurtured and guarded.
The sign of an effective kiddush is how well it reminds us to use our speech only for holy matters. The
kiddush should remain on our minds and lips for the entire Shabbat in the form of extra care for our
words.
(Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Friday night Kiddush: V’yehi erev v’yehi boker
When we are dealing with a time of Erev ()ערב, night, perhaps what makes it more bearable or more
sweet, as in “”נא והערב, is when we take responsibility for each other, take care of each other’s needs, לזה
זה ערבים ישראל כל. May that lead to a time of Boker. (MS)
Rabbi Weinberg explained that there is a Midrash that explains that in Gehinom, there is a prepared table
with delicious delicacies, but everyone’s hands are tied.
In Gan Eden, there is a prepared table with delicacies and everyone’s hands are tied.
What’s the difference?
In Gehinnom, everyone is thinking about themselves and is unable to eat.
But, in Gan Eden, people think, “I can’t reach the food for myself but I can feed others.”
In Gehinnom, it doesn’t occur to us to help each and other and be helped by others.
May we join together “K’ish Echad B’lev Echad” this Shavuos and help each other through this
COVID-19 time.
Perhaps, then, when we take responsibility for each other, our offerings will be pleasing to Hashem (as in
Birkas Kohanim “ ”וכקרבן כעולה עתירתנו לפניך ותערבand at the end of Shmonei Esreh “וירושלים יהודה מנחת
 )”לד׳ וערבהand may it bring about the re-building of the Bais Hamikdash (EB)
 echer L’yitzi’as Mitzrayim - The  רשעson at the Pesach Seder would not have been saved had he been
Z
in Mitzrayim since he removed himself from the Klal. May the joining of each of us together with the klal
add an extra layer of protection for ourselves and also bring salvation to all of klal yisroel (EB)
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Kiddush, Washing, Hamotzee
Covid Survival Siddur Project
Intentions and prayers to make Shavous more meaningful
Kiddush
We usher in Yom Tov holding a cup of wine as kiddush is said.
Wine is created by a process whereby the grapes are pressed so we can get the juice. It is then separated to
ferment. According to wine connoisseurs, the longer it ferments and ages, the better it gets!
Humans go through a similar process. Sometimes we have to be pressed to get the best juice out of us.
Something like going through the coronavirus, dealing with a pandemic and the consequences we have
been dealing with, qualify as a grape presser. Everyone has been affected in one way or another. This
process has given us the opportunity to create wine! We have been able to not only create a new substance
from the grapes, but it carries an elevated status, as the wine is what we use to bring in the festival of
Shavuot.
Intentions and Prayers
As we drink the kiddush wine, we can have in mind the different ways that we have become more
elevated human beings because of the challenging circumstances that we have gone through! Please,
Hashem, help us to continue working on ourselves and become elevated individuals who take grapes and
transform them into wine.
Washing
Washing hands before eating bread.
The idea of washing our hands is not new. Washing appears many times in the Torah. Kohanim have to
have their hands and feet washed. Both men and women use the power of water to purify themselves. We
wash our hands both before and after we eat, particularly bread. Many times in history, plagues were sent
to the world, but Jews were less affected based on our hygienic practices that we have been using for
thousands of years.
One of the key directions we have been given to protect us is to spend at least 20 seconds washing our
hands as frequently as we can. I would like to suggest that when we wash our hands we pay attention to
the properties of the water.
Water is clear and transparent. During this time many of us have had the opportunity to get clear about
our priorities and the relationships that are most important to us. May Hashem provide us with the ability
to have the clarity we need to have to reach our goals physically, emotionally, mentally, financially and
spiritually.
Another property of water is that it takes the shape of the vessel that it is in. The liquid flows freely but is
contained in the vessel it is poured into.
Intentions and Prayers
As we wash our hands in preparation for eating bread, we can ask Hashem to guide us in knowing how to
fill ourselves to be the best vessels we can be and continue to put into us the resources we need to fulfill
our purpose.
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Please, Hashem, just as You provide water for our physical survival, may Your Torah provide us with
spiritual survival
Blessing for bread
The blessing we say acknowledges that Hashem is the source of the blessing we have in our lives. Bread
is considered one of basic food staples, however many steps are required to create the end product of the
challah on our tables. Seeds are planted, wheat is grown, gathered, milled, made into flour, and used with
other ingredients to bread. There is a connection between gathering the wheat and Shavuos. Shavous takes
place during the time of harvest, which is the ingathering of the wheat. Raw materials are used in a
process to create the finished product. This applies to us as well. We are given all the raw materials we
need and then it is up to each individual how the materials are used and how the end product turns out.
Intention and prayers
As we eat our delicious challah, we can think about all the chesed that Hashem does for us that gives us
this special challah. May You Hashem continue to provide us with sustenance, both physically and
spiritually. May we not take things for granted and remember all the steps, people, and resources that are
needed to have the food we have, and know that it is Hashem`s kindness that has enabled us to have our
needs satisfied.Thank You, Hashem, for providing the raw materials like resourcefulness, creativity,
thoughtfulness kindness, patience, flexibility, etc, to help us navigate through the challenges we have
been faced with. Just as the farmers gather their harvest, May You Hashem gather all your people - klal
Yisrael-from all over the world, to return in unity to Eretz Yisrael!
Written by Debbie Isaacman
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Vishamru Friday Night
Ma’ariv V’Shamru Shabbat
Reb Tzadok: Shabbat: Vanquishing The Enemy
When the Jewish nation has troubles, we need to know that it is a time for introspection. Only those
without faith believe that things happen randomly. The Jewish Nation, who exists only through miracles,
knows that nothing is random. There was a great sage, Reb Tzadok HaKohein, who wrote that when we
have enemies from without, it is just a physical expression of the advance of the enemy from within, the
inclination to go against G-d's will, which we all have. This is a profound and novel idea; to understand
that there is something we can all do to better the situation of Jews everywhere. The question is, what
exactly should we do, and if we wish to conquer the enemy from within, where do we start?
This question is really a question which every individual must ask himself, and consequently the answer
will be according to the individual. Nevertheless, there is definitely a communal answer to this question
as well. Let us see what we find in this week's parsha regarding this.
"And Moshe assembled the entire congregation of the Children of Israel and he said to them: "these are
the things which God commanded to do [them]. Six days work should be done, and on the seventh day it
should be sanctified, a restful sabbath to God..." (Exodus 35:1-2).

Moshe assembled every Jew and informed them about the sanctity of the seventh day; the day G-d ceased
creating. The day He shared with us to celebrate with Him. It is a day when things are different. A day
when we can forget what we do and remember who we are - who we really are - in relation to God, and in
relation to the scheme of the creation of the universe. Making Shabbos a special day is the way we
actively show our belief in the Creator. We declare it with one day a week. We declare it communally!
With unity!
Moshe assembled the entire nation to teach us that Shabbos is a key to unity. All efforts toward building
the holy Tabernacle of God's presence ceased before Shabbos every week. Shabbos observance overrides
building the Tabernacle to house God's presence!
Shabbos is the sign between us and God. The Chofetz Chaim writes that as long as the "sign" is up over a
place of business we know that the business is still operating, even if sometimes the store is closed. When
the sign comes down, then we know that the business is closed. Our business is to be God's people in all
aspects of our life. When the Shabbos "sign" is up, we know we're still in business. When, God forbid, the
sign comes down, we should be concerned that our relationship with God is in bankruptcy, or worse.
Each of us on our own level should give some thought to Shabbos. From Friday at sundown until
Saturday evening when the stars are out, it is Shabbos. Let us, at the very least, remember that it's
Shabbos. Turn to a loved one and wish them a good Shabbos. Become part of the Shabbos experience; the
freedom, the holiness, and the profundity of sharing God's resting day. Let us begin to control the
communal enemy from within by assembling in spirit on Shabbos, and then God will begin to vanquish
the enemy from without. (Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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MORNING BLESSINGS
AND P’SUKEI D’ZIMRA
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Morning Blessings
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Rabbi Modeh/ Modah Ani Modeh Ani
Modeh/Modah Ani:
Thank You for giving me another opportunity to have Kavod and serve You with all my strength, with all
my soul, especially at times where many don’t wake up in the morning. I am even more grateful of Your
faith in me to be able to continue my mission on earth.
(Rabbi Gutmacher)
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Morning Brachos

“Oter Yisroel Bisifara,” Who Crowns Israel with Splendor
עוטר = ב׳ עדיים של נעשה ונשמע. These are the two crowns of “Naaseh Vinishma” we were crowned with.
The same two crowns made available to us every שבת

“ ”והערבPlease sweeten, Hashem, the words of Your Torah in our mouths.
הפה שאמר נעשה ונשמע אותו הפה שצועק ואל ידבר אלקים עמנו פן נמות ואעפ״כ נתן לנו ״נותן התורה״. The same mouth
that said “Naase Vinishma” cried out in Shemos 20:16 , ל־משׁ֔ה ַדּ ֶבּר־אַ ָתּ֥ה ִע ָמּ֖נוּ וְנ ְִשׁ ָ ֑מ ָעה וְאַל־י ְ ַד ֵבּ֥ר ִע ָמּ֛נוּ
וַיּ ֹֽא ְמרוּ֙ ֶא
ֶ
 ֱאל ֹ ִה֖ים ֶפּן־נָ ֽמוּתThey said to Moses, "You speak with us, and we will hear, but let God not speak with us lest
we die."Nevertheless, Hashem gifted us with Torah.

“Pokeiach Ivrim,” Who gives sight to the blind
Can you imagine saying  פוקח עוריםafter seeing sounds? Many imagine seeing germs spray ... People are
being drilled in about the invisible virus and how we spray things over each other, we are learning to pay
attention to the invisible.

“Malbish Arumim,” Who Clothes the Naked
Did clothes “washed “ by  ענני הכבודchange  ?מלביש ערומיםDid that happen before or after Har Sinai? We
know they had to purify their clothes before Har Sinai, which means that the clouds cleaning and
maintaining our clothes only began to occur after Har Sinai. That is the essence of “Malbish Arumim,”
Torah providing us with garments of light.

שלא עשני גוי, Who did not make me one who rejected Torah.

שלא עשני עבד, Who did not make me a slave.
It was never who we were.

 שלא עשני אשה, Who did not make me an “Isha”
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Not defined from past, but with an ability to live as never before.

מתיר אסורים, Who releases the bound.
Leaving the  מחנהdespite being terrified. We hope we will be released from the bounds of our fears.

זוקף כפופים, Who straightens the bent
Receiving an invitation to greatness, ממלכת כהנים

רוקע נארץ על המים, Who spreads out the earth upon the waters
Connecting lower and upper. Our ability to accomplish great things when all seems low.

מכין מצעדי גבר, Who establishes the Footsteps of Man
אף נסיעתן מרפידים בתשובה. Guided journey from constraints to ultimate freedom
Or: Brides walk to Chuppah as I imagine steps out of quarantine into a new existence.

שעשה לי כל צרכי, Who has provided me with all my needs.
Clothes, shoes, clouds, food and water, healing, air conditioning, all with Revelation. Rediscovering what
are truly necessities.

אוזר ישראל בגבורה, Who Girds Israel with Strength
Kedusha of 3 days of ( הגבלהboundaries) is referring to our ability to separate the spiritual and physical,
the upper and lower part of the body. The 3 days of preparing for Revelation were a training exercise in
this strength, this ability to separate.

 עוטר ישראל בתפארה, Who Crowns Israel with Splendor
 ממלכת כהניםYou are a Kingdom of Kohanim
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הנותן ליעף כח, Who gives strength to the weary.
Events have been incredibly intense. Let’s consider one of the children of Israel who left Egypt. The
traveling, the leaving Egypt, the constant changes, the challenges to grow, the regular tests, even a war
with Amalek, yet they arrived at Har Sinai at full strength looking forward to the future. This was their
gift of Torah renewed strength and energy. This is the gift of Torah to which we reach today.
Not overwhelmed by intense events since Pesach. Discovering inner strength
I allowed myself to be lulled into servitude and “normalcy,” now I am awake.
The servants in Egypt. That is us living our very comfortable and safe Jewish lives before this pandemic,
and now I am awake. And now Hashem has removed that sleep from our eyes, so that we can approach
Har Sinai wide awake with our eyes opened wide, to see as never before.

Yehi Ratzon
In the same way that at Har Sinai they can be unified without negative influences and petty resentments,
we have learned during this pandemic that we cannot afford such negative influences and petty
resentments, especially as we want to approach Har Sinai at our highest, the way Avraham Avinu climbed
up to the Akeida at his highest.
(Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Adon Olam

Adon Olam: Beginnings
The first moment matters. We are affected by first impressions. The opening words of a conversation will
set its tone. Why do we begin our morning conversations with God by addressing Him as Adon Olam –
Master of the Universe?
It cannot be coincidental that the Sages used the same appellation to begin the Amidah: “Adon-ai, sifatai
tiftach.”
The Mishna (Tamid 3:2) describes the order of the daily service in the Beit Hamikdash. The Kohanim
would be up quite early, ready to begin the Morning Daily Offering at the first possible moment. The
head of the shift would call out, “Go out and see whether the time for slaughtering the offering has
reached us!” If the sun had begun to rise they would respond, “It bursts forth!” Matia ben Shmuel says
that the head of the shift would then say, “Is the entire Eastern horizon lit all the way to Hebron?”
Why did they mention Hebron at the beginning of the service? They referred to Hebron to recall the merit
of Abraham who is buried there.
We see that they would go out of their way to mention Abraham at the beginning of the Temple service,
as the verse says, “As for me, through Your abundant kindness I will enter Your house.” (Psalms 5:8) We
approach God calling on His attribute of kindness, personified by Abraham.
Abraham used his acts of kindness to teach people about the true Master of the Universe: From the day
that the Holy One, Blessed is He, created His world there was none who referred to Him as “Adon,” –
Master – until Abraham, who said, “My Master, with what shall I know?” (Genesis 15:8)
Even Daniel was not answered by God until he connected with the merit of Abraham, “ And now, hear
our Lord, the prayers of Your servant, for the sake of my Master.” (Daniel 9:17) Daniel should have said
“for Your sake,” why did he say, “the sake of My Master?” He was calling on the merit of Abraham who
was the first to refer to God as Master. (Maggid Tzedek of Rabbi Pinchas of Polachek, a student of the
Vilna Gaon.)
(Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Asher Yatzar

Asher Yatzar:
I am thankful to Hashem to have the ability to have toilet paper, one of my first, greatest gifts of the day!
Something that might appear so insignificant and almost free is actually what enables me to clean myself
and stand in front of you with purity and dignity - k avod . May I appreciate the simplest things in life and

be grateful for all the little gifts which seem irrelevant to the world, but are truly so important for life and
my service to You, Hashem . (Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Asher Yatzar

Asher Yatzar es ha’adam b’chachma . . . Rofeh Kol Ba’sar –
Hashem created us with chachma – to use our chachma to refine ourselves and also to come up with these
strategies of refuah. Perhaps that leads to Hashem being the Rofeh kol basar (MS)
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Birchat Hatorah
How appropriate it was that the COVID virus coincided with the days of the Omer, the days leading up to
the acceptance of the Torah. These are auspicious days that are an opportune time for reflecting upon
what it means to accept the Will, the Word, of G-d.
Far be it from me to be an expert in all 613 of the Torah’s commandments; I am but a young girl, much
too ignorant and lazy to do even half of that which is expected of me. How can I, therefore, stand before
God on Shavuot and accept the obligations that are upon me which, up until now, I have cast off with the
weak excuses of inconvenience and puerility? Would this acceptance be very different from an addict
who pledges to accept the 12 steps to sobriety while drunk and swigging a bottle of beer?
I - with all my flaws, failures, and follies - should have the audacity to enter into the holy holiday of
Shavuot and tell God I want Him to entrust His Holy Word to….me?
Me - who, as she is praying, cannot even pay enough attention to think about the meaning of what she is
saying?!
Me - who sings praises to God for His gift to the Jewish nation while thinking about what dairy delicacies
will be shortly served?! ME ME ME?! G-d, are You sure You know who I am? Are you sure this holiday
is meant for me?
You… trust me with your Torah?
And yet… He does.
Each year Hashem invites me to accept His Torah, time and time again. Perhaps He knows something
about me that I don’t. Perhaps He sees that despite my attempts to not think about what matters - about
my obligation to myself and to Him - it is at the very depth of my being, it is everything - the only thing - I
want in life. Perhaps Hashem judges not by achievement, not by prior attempts and failures, not by
mistakes and time wasted - but by my ultimate desire, my goals, my aspirations. For He, more than
anyone else in the world, knows that all I want is to do His Will; that each failure is a stab in my heart,
each day wasted a blow to my soul. And - hanging onto the hopes that one day I will live up to His vision
- He entrusts me each year with His most precious gift. (CG)
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Birkat Hatorah:
Without my ability to breathe, I can’t speak.
Without my ability to speak, my breath cannot activate one of the two ways through which the Light
hidden in the T
 orah letters becomes revealed, that is, my p
 ronouncing the words.
Every word of T
 orah pronounced brings healing and fixing to the entire world and every Jewish soul.
May I appreciate the fact that my breath used in pronouncing the words of T
 orah is the source of the
greatest power of holiness a human being can bring down in this world. (Rabbi Gutmacher)
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La’asok

B’Divrei Torah –

Rav Zupnick, shlit"a', in the name of Rabbeinu Yonah explains that in order to not forget what we learn,
we must apply it to remember what we learn even from our best teachers. . Hashem is our greatest
teacher. During this time, He is teaching us lessons a personal “Mussar Shmooze” It is our duty to toil to
apply the lessons, lest we forget them (MS).
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Birchas Hatorah

Vihaarev Na..

חדשים גם ישנים דודי צפנתי לך אמרה


“the new things and the old things my love I have stored away for you” says Klal Yisroel to Hashem,
(Eirveen 21B)

Rav Chisda explains that the Old one refer to Torah Shebichsav and the new ones refer to Torah Shevial
Peh, and yet seeks out the expert in Aggadita who says the old are the Mitzvot that are easy to observe,
and the “chadashim” are Mitzvot that cost you money. That forces you to struggle in observing them.
Torah Shebial Peh is “Divrei Sofreem ”.
“Soferim” means not only to scribe but it is also from S ipur Yitzeeas Mitzrayim. They understand your
story.. They understand your situation. They understand how this Halacha affects you.
“Because I understand their story that Halacha is imposing on them something that is very tough. I will
find a way within the Daled Amos of Halacha to help them. That is this expert in Aggidata.” (RW)
“Chadashim are the ones that are impossible to keep. They are the situations in which someone is going to
have to lose a fortune of money in order to observe the Halacha. And I don’t know if I can afford to lose
this money. It is very easy for someone to say I am very sorry, but Halacha is Halacha.”
That is why this expert in Aggadita  says that it is the job of the Sofer to understand that there are some
Halachos that are going to impose terribly on people. And if you say it is an ancient law, that is the way it
is, that is “Yishanim” but the job of the Sofer, is “Tzafanti Lach” I have to make sure I am protecting it.
What is protecting it?
“Not that I am so careful not to violate the Halacha, I am protecting the relationship people have with
your Halachos. I will listen to the person’s story and say, in this situation I will find an answer.”
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Birchas Hatorah
“It is the job of those who are teaching you Halacha to present it in such a way that someone feels it is
speaking to me and my situation, it is a whole new thing, that is how you experience it as Har Sinai,
“Hayom” that is what this expert in Aggadita was saying” (RW).

May we experience Halachos that have been shared to us during this situation requiring Quarantining,
Sometimes Taharos performed without washing the body physically, having to make Sedarim alone for
some people, separations of grandparents from grandchildren, children not able to perform Kibud Av
V’eim in the ways of the past, etc..
During the different stages of Covid and currently we have been grappling with all sorts of situations .
May we experience the Halachos not as an imposition but filled with compassion and understanding of
each individual and the whole of Klal Yisroel as a gift of “Seforim” that has the room to stretch in His
Infiniteness to deal with absolutely every situation taking consideration of all the details while preserving
the whole as demonstrated by Hakadosh Baruch Hu Who is the Mashgiach Al Hakol (MS)
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Elokay Neshama
Hamachazir Nishamos lifgarim Maisim
When I say the Bracha on Shavuot of Hamachazir Nishamos Lifgarim Maisim, what is involved?
Techiat Ha meisim.
Meaning, yes, first of all it is Techiat Hameisim, but why did I need Techiat Ha meisim? Because there
was a part of me that was so connected to Truth --- "Ki Lo Yirani Haadam Vachai" --- that I couldn't stay
inside my body! I couldn't stay contained, I'm rejecting this boundary, I'm rejecting this container. I want
Truth too much; I want that joy and the passion so intensely that it's true “Ki Lo Yirani Haadam Vachai".
What does the Ribono Shel Olam Say?
"Elokai, Nishama Shenasata Bi Tehora, Ata Birasa, Ata Yitzarta, Ata Nifachta Bi,”
HaShem is saying, “Let Me put your soul back in your body, and Now understand the Torah that I'm
giving you”.
You can use that Torah to keep your physical body Tehora. You can use that Torah to connect to
Yitzarta, Nifachta bi...
OK. Now. Let's see, now you understand keeping your body Tehora with Torah. But wait, ... oh no! No,
no … now HaShem is taking you again! ... No, wait, now HaShem is putting me back into my body
again!
What’s going on?! HaShem is taking you, and then is going to put you back into your body because you
are making one mistake. HaShem asks, “Can you keep any of the mitzvahs? My Torah? -- if you're not in
this shell?” The answer is: You can't.
You can't, right? Okay. So, now do you understand the gift that you have? With the neshama back inside
your body, you now have an opportunity to put this combined soul-body into action.
What's the first step that you need to do? What's that first step that you need to do if you really want to
use this dead carcass? The first step is that you understand that you want to use that body because now
you understand the purpose of why it exists.
"Asher Kidishanu B’mitzvosav.”
Now you understand the idea of "Asher Kidishanu Bimitzvosav". Hashem has sanctified you so that you
can use your body to perform His Mitzvot, and relate to Him in the highest of ways using your
physicality. Now you understand “Atah"; and how “Atah” goes to “Asher” -- from the second person to
the third person. In other words, Third Person (Hashem), G-d (Elokeinu), Our Lord, King of the World
(Melech Ha Olam).
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So, Asher Yatzar already has changed and it's my first "Asher Yatzar”, and yet, it is not my first Asher
Yatzar in the morning, but still it has changed everything in its new recreated state of existence.
You have lived this V’Itzi V’anu (“magnetism”) … You have lived this magnetism … you experienced
magnetism because the minute I revealed myself to you, what did you do? Your neshama at Har Sinai..
Flew. Right?
Is there anyone who knows better Hamachazir Nishamos Lifgarim Maisim ?
The experience of the neshamma, the experience of … “... no … oh no, I am leaving again”. And then the
experience of, “Oh, oh, no, I am being sent back”. This is the experience of Ratzo Vashov as you
experienced at Har Sinai.
Laasok Bidivrei Torah
Lassok Bidivrei Torah -- I don't need this back and forth any more, what I need is Laasok Bidivrei Torah I
want to make this happen. I want to do this. I want to put in the work. You put me back here again. I
didn't ask for it but you did it again. Now I want to do the work that You created me to do .
Elokai, Neshama Shenasata Bi, Tehorah Hee
Ata Virasa - Olam Ha Briah
AtahYitzharta - Olam HaYetzira
Atah Nifactha Bi - Olam Ha Atzilus
V’ata Mishamra bikeerbee is Olam Ha Asiyya
These are the different worlds that Klal Yisroel actually established when they lost their lives at Har
Sinai and then their NeShama came back!
So, for example, we know that Klal Yisrael was Boche Limishpichosav because they had to break up all
these relationships, I don't take it literally
Therefore, if we use Elokai Neshama Shenasata Bee Tehorah Hee, and then Birchas Hatorah in the
proper way on Shavuot as this experience of the multiple Techiyat Hameisim. Then when it changes the
way we are learning when we learn we learn like that as a process of Techiat Hameisim.
It means that when we learn, it's not that I want to go back to everything before quarantine. I want
everything to incorporate the changes that are made.
I don't want this "Vayichan Haam of yesterday with 100,000 people. Did you see a hundred thousand
people? Hundred Thousand for what is it 41 countries! It's fantastic!
But it can't be a one time thing!
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That's so that if we can use the Har Sinai Properly this year then our Torah will experience a Techiat
Hameisim and the reason it's so essential is because---- the way we've been approaching Torah is to
recreate ----always focus on recreating what once was.
But that's not "Kietz Shasul Al Palgei Mayim", like a tree replanted at the banks of a river; as it is
written in the first perek of Tehillim. The Gmarra in Avodah Zara says that someone is not qualified as a
Talmid Chochom if he or she is in the presence of their Rebbie. But if they can leave their Rebbie and go
and plant themselves somewhere else, whether it is St Louis, or Monsey, or San Diego, South Africa and
France, if they can replant themselves and continue learning Torah with Hakadosh Baruch Hu with the
same relationship or intensity of relationship, then they are a tree that could survive and thrive when
replanted. So at that point they are considered a Talmid Chochom.
Not Chas V'shalom that we want new things Torah is eternal. But to understand that Torah speaks to
every situation every generation with this sense of Techiyat Hameisim, it's alive. It is a vibrant living
entity! That's why this year the Elokay Neshama Shenasata Bee, and how you say the Birchas Hatorah in
a way that follows as described by understanding Torah as a source of Techiyat Hameisim is going to be
the big thing.
(Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Elokay Neshama:
Thank You, Hashem, for enabling me to wake up this morning, without the need of a respirator to
breathe, but only Your own breath, Hashem. Hashem.
You are my respirator and I thank You for the fact that I have this direct life of my soul coming straight
from You. I am aware that every breath I take is a gift.
Help me keep this awareness and joy through my entire day, until I give you my last conscious breath of
the day. (Rabbi Gutmacher)
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Birkat Hashachar

Pokeiach Ivrim –
Thank you Hashem for opening my eyes with deeper awareness of others. As a healthcare provider doing
telemedicine, I am able to see aspects of my patients’ lives that I otherwise would not have seen, giving
me the ability to more deeply view my patients as whole people. I therefore have more respect for others
as human beings. (EB)
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Birkat Hashachar

Matir Assurim –
Bless you Hashem for releasing me from certain limitations and stretching me from my bounds. During
this COVID-19 pandemic, I do not know if the person to which I am about to speak has lost his job, has
suffered the loss of a loved one, or is dealing with some other unimaginable challenge lo aleinu, I
therefore have become more sensitive, understanding, and patient with others. You have given me greater
wherewithal to withstand challenge and respond with greater kindness and empathy. (EB)
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Karbanos
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Ketores 1

Ketores: Moshiach will have a sense of smell so powerful that he will be able to judge and know
people by their smell. The Ketores  reminds us of our power of smell.
We have been perhaps used to being among others without paying too much attention to the inner feelings
of individuals in our everyday lives, sometimes in Shul , sometimes at work, sometimes at home…
We should approach people like we approach a flower or a perfume to smell, with the intention to detect
what their inner emotions are.
We have a tendency to judge too fast and not trust our instincts about who others are.
The only way to bring peace and harmony to the world, and to live together, is to understand each
person’s scent and learn how to appreciate them.
Like a beautiful garden filled with different flowers and scents, each human being makes this world
beautiful, and we should not take them for granted. They give us more life, more colors, and more joy.
We have to observe with smell, with the most spiritual of all the senses, so we can detect the inner
beauty/scent of each and every one. Failing to recognize just ONE scent/soul in creation is failing to
recognize ALL of Creation.
(Rabbi Gutmacher)
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Ketores 2

Ketores: Vehachelbenah
What is so unique about the Ketores ? It has one necessary ingredient that has a bad smell, and is mixed
with the others.
One of the great lessons we can learn from the quarantine is the understanding of how every individual
counts.
Some of us have been so used to having minyanim that when we pray and see someone mumbling words,
or not praying with kavanah , some of us start thinking that we are a greater D
 avener than they are, and
perhaps it would be better if this person would not pray at all.
Ketores , and specifically the Chelbenah spice, reminds us that even the individuals that appear to “not
smell good” in Judaism are actually necessary for our own prayer and Avodah to go up in Shamayim , and
without them I am powerless and ineffective.
And so the lesson is to feel that every Jew is like a necessary spice. Whether they smell good or bad, they
are all part of what is necessary to fix the world. We should try to never judge or even feel superior to any
other individuals.
Rejecting a Jew because he looks less religious or different from what we like to see is like removing one
of the spices from the incense-we become Chayav Misa  (Death from Heaven is on our heads). We are
either one family, one body, one people, one incense, or we are nothing.
(Rabbi Gutmacher)
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Ketores
Torah is food, Torah feeds you, you absorb it the way mun (manna) is absorbed.
And, if it's not providing, if it's not nurturing you or providing proper nutrition, the problem is not you.
The problem is the way it's being taught. Torah has to be like mun.
You want a different taste than I want, a different texture than I want.
You like different things than I like; and by the way, if you know how to cover your eyes when you're
lighting the candles to make room for your child, you can understand that the way your kid is eating the
challah is going to be different than the way you're eating the challah.
And that's why mun has to be there before Torah - because we all have to have that experience. That's
why Chazzal says gifts would come down with the mun.
Because we had to understand that this whole relationship was one that would nurture us, that would feed
us, and was filled with flavors and textures and different experiences. (Machberet Avodat Hashem)
I think for me, one of the lessons I want to learn is that each person experienced COVID differently. I
want to have sensitivity and empathy to others, as each person’s challenges and opportunities are
different, and to have the ability to hear and to connect with each person.

To make room for different opinions and feelings than the ones I may have, which is actually necessary to
unite with all of Klal Yisroel.
 ו ְ ִאם ִח ַסּר אַ ַחת ִמ ָכּל ַס ָמּנֶי ָה ַחיּ ָב מִי ָתהwithin the confines of Halacha; just as the Ketoret has room for all
different flavors and spices and smells, including bitter-tasting ones, so long there is nothing introduced
that will violate the kavod of Hashem-  ו ַ ֲהלא מֵי ַרגְ ַלי ִם יָפִין ָלהּ ֶא ָלּא ֶשׁ ֵאין ַמ ְכנִי ִסין מֵי ַרגְ ַלי ִם ַבּמּ ְִק ָדּשׁ ִמ ְפּנֵי ַה ָכּבוד- and
is within the framework of our words of Torah according to our Mesorah from Har Sinai. ו ְ ָל ָמה ֵאין ְמ ָע ְרבִין
 ִמ ְפּנֵי ֶשׁ ַהתּו ָרה אָ ְמ ָרה כִּי ָכל שאר ו ְ ָכל ְדּבַשׁ לא ַת ְקטִירוּ ִמ ֶמּנּוּ ִא ֶשּׁה לה.' ָבּהּ ְדּבַשׁ. When that happens, we have the ability
to truly live “Ke’ish echad b’lev echad” at Har Sinai. (MS)
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Ketores
Every detail matters. It became so clear during COVID how we now had to pay attention to things that
we did not have to before.
We had to think, are our hands going to be used in a way that might cause damage? How am I using my
mouth? I now have to live with the awareness that what comes out of my mouth can harm and hurt
another, G-d forbid. What masks or guards have I placed to make sure another does not get harmed?
Who am I associating with? Am I protecting myself sufficiently from others? Have I placed appropriate
boundaries with others so that I am safe? Has anything contaminated my home and food?
I want to have an existence of Ketores , which includes thinking, before any action I do or word I speak or
Daven , is this something my Creator wants or not?
(MS)
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Pesukei Dzimra
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Baruch Sheamar
Baruch Sheamar
The most important aspect of the receiving of the Torah is that which is written in the 10
statements: “and God spoke all of these words, saying (Exodus 20:1).” At first glance the word
“saying” is incomprehensible. It is not comparable to any other leimor in the entire Bible, which
is ordinarily interpreted as “saying” to another. Here it is impossible to explain it in this manner,
for all Israel heard when God spoke to them face to face, those then present and those not present.
The correct interpretation of L
 eimor in this verse is: to utter and speak all of the words of the
Torah that were already stated to Moses in the entire Bible; for Mishna, Halachot, and Aggadot,
all of it was related to Moses at Sinai. Thus, although the Talmud cites the names of individual
Tannaim and Amoraim as articulating a specific halachah, its meaning is that this word of God is
the Law spoken to Moses at Sinai which emerged from the mouth of that rabbi.
Israel was granted this power that the law emerging from their mouth is actually the word of God
spoken to Moses at Sinai, given at the time of the receiving of the Torah by Moses. (Torah Ohr,
Yitro)
(Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Pesukai D'zimrah

Hodu
Give thanks to Hashem, because his Chesed is eternal.

כי לעולם חסדו
26 Generations of total Chesed before Torah, as we who survive experience Chesed without Merit. Now,
with Torah, we can rise to occasion  !במשוך היובל המה יעלו בהרThey will! We will all become mountain
climbers. Shemos, 19:13 “they will ascend the mountain."
אשרי יושבי בתיך
Does Har Sinai not Change?
Now we know at Har Sinai the whole idea of Yoshvei Baisecha c hanged because we no longer are simply
living in a house of Torah, shul, or Bais Medrash, but we sit in a world given existence by Torah and we
have been given the ability to transform our homes into His House. We began to live in a totally different
existence.

אל תבטחו בנדיבים
Are we not living through ?אל תבטחו בנדיבים
You can’t trust anyone-the medical experts, the politicians- only Hakadosh Baruch Hu

הרופא לשבורי לב
Everyone came to Har Sinai healed. Everyone stood there complete. There was no one suffering illness.
Har Sinai is a time when we can envision a world with no illness. We are praying that in the same way,
Hashem will bandage our hearts, we will heal as described in this Tehillim 148: picturing all Creation
singing, as it did on Shavuot.
כל הנשמה
Twice. You know why? Because of techiyas hameisim twice. People tell us there will be a second wave.
Even if it looks like something is going to crush us, Hashem could bring us back to life more than once.
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Pesukai D'zimrah

לעולם יהא אדם
My quarantine meditation, I am forced to look at myself as never before. “Kavod” is neshama. At Har
Sinai and discovering davening in our homes.

(Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Psukei Dzimra/ Tehillim 91

Yoshev Biseser Elyon:

Who better than someone standing at Sinai, to say, whoever sits in the refuge of the Most High,
he shall dwell in the shadow of the Almighty. I will say of Hashem “He is my refuge and my
fortress, my Lord, I will trust in Him.”
Who better to say it, than those living under His protection inside His wings, standing at Sinai,
who better, perhaps we who were able to connect to God as our refuge during this frightening
time. (Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Psukei Dzimra/ Tehillim 91

Yoshayv b’Sayter Elyon b’Tzayl Sha-dai Yeetlonan (Pesukei d’Zimra)
“A person who ‘sits’ in the Highest Secret, who resides in the shadow of the Almighty”
During the days marching towards Har Sinai, the Jews were protected by the Anan, the miraculous Cloud that provided
shade during the day and became a pillar of fire at night to protect them. Encamped at Mount Sinai, our ancestors dwelled
in the Shadow of the Mountain. And when God gave us the Torah, we would eternally dwell “in its shadow” and its
protection.
Rabi Avraham Dov Auerbach, a disciple of Rav Levi Yitzchak of Berdichev and the first two Rebbes of Chernobyl. is the
author of the sefer, Bat Ayin, “Apple of My Eye”, a commentary on the Torah. In the Bat Ayin’s Drasha for Parashat
Vayikra & Zachor it is written: “Therefore one must, must be very careful that all one’s Avodat Hashem, “service of God”
be b’seiter, “done secretly” and only for Hashem’s sake alone without any leaning towards personal tiferet,
self-aggrandizement, grace or glory chas v’Shalom, or for the praise or thanks of people. One’s service should only be for
Hashem alone in Truth.”
“May it be God’s Will that we merit this level. Amen.”

Here the Bat Ayin introduces a new aspect: the two-way relationship that dwelling in “God’s Secret” entails.
During this time period we can observe one thing with certainty. We have all been forced into a state of b’seiter. We
are “hidden” from our friends, our community and even our closest family.
Perhaps God is sending us a message?
Is God teaching us how to act b’seiter?

Thanks to the Bat Ayin we can understand what performing our Avodat Hashem b’seiter these past months has meant so
much better. Our prayers are b’seiter. We are b’seitter in our respective locations. Our acts of chesed are b’seiter. Our
whole lives have been forced into a state of b’seiter.
There is a verse at the end of the second chapter of the Song of Songs:
My dove in the clefts of the rock

יונתי בחגוי הסלע

In the shadow of, or hidden in, the step בסתר המדרגה
Let me see your face

הראיני את מראיך

Let me hear your voice

השמיעני את קולך

For your voice is sweet כי קולך ערב
And the sight of you is beautiful. ומראיך נאוה
Perhaps, instead of reading the words ( בסתר המדרגהb’seiter hamadreigah) as “in the shadow of, or hidden in, the step”
one could re-interpret the words as, “On the level (( )המדרגהof b’seiter!
If we can return our Avodat Hashem to whatever personal degree possible to this level of b’seiter – think about how
beautifully pure our prayers, learning and mitzvot will be again! It’s like being reborn as we were on Shavuot when God
bestowed upon us the gift of the Torah.
“May it be God’s Will that we merit this level. Amen.”
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Hodu/ Psukei Dzimra-Shacharis

Hodu L’Hashem Kir’u biShmo
It is not difficult to imagine the closing paragraph of Hodu that we say to introduce Pesukei
D'zimra as a song that could be sung by the people, the morning of Har Sinai, as they're walking
towards the mountain, knowing something extraordinary is going to happen today that will
change not only each one of us as individuals, but will change us as a nation and change our
relationship with Hashem.
We can picture them saying, “Save Your people, and bless Your heritage, tend them, elevate
them forever,” which is what happened at Har Sinai. “Our souls longed for Hashem, our Help,
our Shield Is He. For in Him will our hearts be glad. For in His Holy Name we trusted. May
Your kindness, Hashem, be upon us, just as we awaited You. Show us Your kindness Hashem,
and grant us Your salvation. Arise, assist us, redeem us, by virtue of Your kindness.”
And Hashem answers us, “I am Hashem Your Lord, Who raised you up from the land of Egypt,"
and says to us a magnificent thing that morning, as we walked to Har Sinai: "Open wide your
mouth, and I will fill it. Praiseworthy is the people for whom this is so. Praiseworthy is the
people whose Lord is Hashem.”
And what do we say, as individuals? What do we as individuals, who have been praying at home
as individuals, not in groups, what do we say? What do we say reflecting on the prayers recited
in the privacy of our homes, because we could not go to Sinai because we could not go to the
Beit HaMikdash, because we could not go to our shuls, and our Batei Midrash. “As for me, I
trust in Your kindness. My heart will rejoice in Your salvation. I will sing to Hashem, for He
dealt kindly with me.”
(Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Tehillim34/2

Avarcha

Es Hashem b’chol Eis, tamid tehilaso b’fiv –

No matter where I am and no matter the situation, I know it is all from Hashem and I can act as my
mature, connected, refined self.
Whether in quarantine in a single room or at the park or masked at the grocery store or at the hospital, I
can daven and act in the service of God.
I do not need to be in shul to be connected and do Ratzon Hashem. I can praise Hashem in any situation
knowing He is behind it. (EB)
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Mizmor Shir Chanukas Habeis/ Psalm 30/ Shavuos Morning Psukei Dzimra

Mizmor Shir Chanukas Habais:

They had been redeemed from Egypt. They had been elevated from the pits and they were all
healed. As they approached Har Sinai for the revelation Aromimcha Adonai I will exalt You
Hashem for You have drawn me up.
You have raised my soul from the lower depths, You have preserved me, and You Hashem, You
have healed me Vatirpaeini, You supported my potential for greatness with might, should You
but conceal Your face, I would be confused as much of us experienced over these past few
months.
We experienced God hiding His face, so to speak. And in these moments, what would we do to
You Hashem, I would call, and to my Lord, I would appeal and I would say to You, let me live
so I can rejoice and dance in my relationship with You. I refer to this or we can refer to this
psalm number 30 on Shavuot morning as the Dance of Sinai. (Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Lamnatzech Mizmor Ledavid

Hashem Waited For Us As A Groom - Psalm 19, Pisukei d'Zimrah (From Likkutei Moharan I, 49:7)
The spiritual attainment of the tzaddik comes about only through the people of Israel. When Jews, G-d
forbid, indulge in the secular wisdom of the nations, then the tzaddik falls from his level of perception,
and his vision is covered and obscured.
But when Jews leave the wisdom of the nations, then the tzaddik is, “As a bridegroom coming out of his
chamber” (Psalms 19:6).

The tzaddik emerges from his concealment which he had experienced before this. Then, “he rejoices as a
strong man to run his course,” for the tzaddik is like a hero in doing and obeying the word of G-d; indeed,
it requires strength to run this course, which one must traverse at the time that Israel is in a state of
rebuke, and upon which course one can now run with great speed.
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Raninu

Mizmor l’David (Psalm 33:15): “He fashions their hearts all together, He comprehends to all
their deeds.” The Nefesh HaChaim writes that it would seem to have been more grammatically
accurate for the verse to say, “Who comprehends all their actions” rather than “Who
comprehends to all their actions” (First Gate, chapter 12).
This phrase is teaching us that God comprehends all that relates to all our actions. He
comprehends all that led to our actions, and all the effects of all we do on all the Upper and
Lower Worlds. (Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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L'david

L’David B’Shanoso Et Ta’amo:
Guard Your Tongue From Evil (Psalm 34 ): (From Divrei Binah ; Rabbi Yitzchak Yaakov of Bialah
“We have learned to speak to God in the privacy of our homes.”
“Moses assembled the entire assembly of the Children of Israel and said to them, ‘These are the
things—Devarim— that God commanded, to do them’ (Exodus 35:1 ).”
It is possible the holiness of Shabbat through that even your words, D
 evarim , will be included in the

category of “to do them,” so much so will your power of speech be strengthened that you will find that
you need to work much less. (Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Tefillah Lemoshe

Pesukei d’Zimrah (Conclusion of Psalm 90):
(Based on Midot HaRayah, Faith #11) The worldview of the divine inherent in the heart of every Jew will
become apparent to all in the hereafter, when the world will be renewed and emerge from its cursed state,
when illumination will flow freely, without any blemish, is in truth the Jewish worldview even now. But
the world is not accustomed to it because it is too advanced in time. It persists only through the mighty
force of the authentic faith that becomes manifest in some exalted event, even if without clear
understanding. The heart senses it with a sensibility that is very delicate and hidden from the naked eye.
The great multitude, whose natural sense is independently strong, is attached to it with a firm faith and is
nourished by it with a vigorous life. People of global understanding taste at all times tidbits of the
sweetness of that higher delight to be disseminated by the universal enlightenment of the future.
This is the delight of the Lord that is sought in every quest for holiness, as formulated in the prayer of
Moses when the Tabernacle was completed: “May the pleasantness of the Lord be upon us, and may You
establish the work of our hands; the work of our hands; may You establish it” (Psalms 90:16).
(Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Psalm 98 Mizmor Shiru LaHashem

Machberet Avodat Hashem:

In Psalm 98 there's no question how beautiful and appropriate this song would be to the morning
of standing at Sinai: “Sing a new song because of the wonders He does.”
This salvation, revealing His Tzedek, His righteousness, to the entire world, His reliability to
Israel... All the nations of the world will see all the inhabitants of the earth. We’ll see, play music
to Hashem on a harp, and sound of chanted praise with trumpets, and the Shofar sound, of course
the Shofar of Sinai, they were able to call out before the King Hashem. The sea in its fullness
will roar, we know this, from the sea, the splitting of the sea, from Hallel hayom ra'ah vayonos.
The world and those who dwell there, in the whole world, will have this; rivers will clap hands,
mountains will exalt together, gathered before Hashem because all of creation, its existence was
reaffirmed when the Jews accepted the Torah at Har Sinai, that's great.
But how can we sing this song? And the key has to be in the opening first scene to Hashem, a
new song.
We now have an opportunity to choose whether we simply want to go back to life as we knew it
before this virus, or whether we now have learned, grown and changed. and therefore changed
the way, we seem to have shaped the way we pray, which happens to be the essence of this
project.
Turning prayer into an exercise, using it as a practical tool to process everything we've
experienced. That is called a “new song.” And this song teaches us that to be able to sing a new
song influences the spiritual forces of all of creation, which will then join us in the songs of
praise to the Almighty. (Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Psalm 121 Shir Hamaalos Esah Einie

Psalm 121: Have there ever been people who are ready to sing a song of a sense of rising and
changing more than the people who are going to walk toward Sinai, understanding that their
entire existence would be changed?

And is there anyone better qualified to sing a song of this sense of climbing, of elevation, than
people who continued the tradition and the Torah that was revealed to us that day, and celebrate
the Torah as the key to ma'alot , the key to ascending, the key to climbing the ladder of the
patriarch Jacob?

Is there any nation that continues to look for the ability of lama'alot ?
How can we turn this into a song of this sense when the whole world is depressed and feeling
stuck?
We have the key, which is “I will raise my eyes to the mountains, S inai, mai-ayin from that
which is unknowable to a human being beyond this world, I know y ovo ezri,  my help will come.
(Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Psalm 122 Shir Hamaalos...Samachti

Psalm 122: Hey, let's all go to Sinai!
Wow, it must have been incredible.
Hey, let's all go to the Temple in Jerusalem. It must have been much like we see now. Oh, synagogues
will reopen, we'll be able to pray together as a community.
We'll be able to learn together in person with new protocols and new systems safely.
We will walk together united, learn together and pray together.
Was there ever a song more appropriate than that which they could sing walking towards Sinai, that
which they would sing walking toward the Temple at S havuot , bringing their first fruit, and now, for us
walking towards synagogue to pray together, unified, different, connecting to each other with joy.
(Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Baruch Sheamar

Baruch Sheamar
I was wondering….. How do we say Baruch She’amar?

Can you imagine what it was like to say Baruch She’amar the morning after Har Sinai? You weren't
wondering, like, are these 10 Dibrot corresponding to the ten Ma’amarot?
And now, the fact that you were there at the time he gave us the dibrot, we became the ones who
guaranteed the continued existence of his creation? With the understanding that we’re active participants,
do you think Baruch She’amar has changed?
And now, this happened to people who all of a sudden feel that for their whole lives they've been saying
that they are masters in the universe; that you know, we control nature, and we can overcome nature and
everything. And then the whole world is shut down by an almost invisible virus. How do you say Baruch
She’amar? (Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Mizmor Shir L'yom HaShabbos

Pisukei d'Zimrah - Psalm 92 Shabbat Day - Shabbat of Sinai - A Completed World
The perception that dawns on a person to see the world not as finished, but as in the process of continued
becoming, ascending, developing; this changes him from being “under the sun,” to being, “above the
Sun,” from the place where there is nothing new to the place where there is nothing old, where everything
takes on a new form. The joy of heaven and Earth abides in him as on the day they were created.
In this luminous perspective one looks at all the worlds, at the general and the human development, at the
destiny of each creature, at all the events of all times.
The time that is an interrupted Shabbat on which eternal peace shines, is the day when, by the nature of its
creation, there pulsates a continued thrust for the new. It needs no end, no termination. It is the choicest of
days, and ornament of beauty, the source of all blessings. (Orot Kedushah, II, Pages 535)
-Machberes Avodas Hashem-
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Mizmor Shir L'yom HaShabbos
Connected to The Source “For behold Your enemies, God, for behold Your enemies shall
perish; dispersed shall be all doers of iniquity” (Psalms 92:10) Even God's enemies receive their
existence from Holiness, and if not for this, they would totally lose their existence. It is God's
Will that a person should overpower himself and connect to his source in Holiness.
This then, is the lesson of the verse, “For behold Your enemies, God.” They are connected to the
Name of God, and from this, itself, a person should be able to place in his heart love of God, awe
of God, and therefore shatter his destructive desires. Then all that holds the person back will be
negated, and his inner good will return to its Source, and then naturally, “dispersed shall be all
doers of iniquity.” (Yeitiv Panim, Chanukah 36)
Dispersed shall be all doers of iniquity

This is an excellent verse to use when we feel that we have lost our way and our connection to
our Source in Holiness. Especially on Shabbat, when we have the greatest opportunity to
reconnect to that Source, we should recite this verse as a prayer beseeching G-d to help us
reconnect to that Holiness, in love and awe of Him, so that we too can shatter any barriers that
exist between us and G-d. (Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Yehi Kavod

Yehi Kavod Hashem Leolam, Yismach Hashem Bemaassav:
We have been alone during the pandemic, and we have felt, at first, a lack of Kavod.
We are helpless, we are nothing, we are, perhaps, all dying. But we have also realized, Hashem, that Your
world keeps going on its own. Your Kavod  is really forever, whether we are here or not.
There is more.
Hashem made the physical world with human beings at the top of the chain. We can realize that even
when alone, we can have Kavod .
We have the n eshama  Hashem gave us, and we are able to praise Him and give honor to Him even when

no one sees; this makes Hashem rejoice in His creation. Sometimes, we have to remember that we need to
remove our Kavod in the outside world, and give back this Kavod  to Hashem entirely. In fact, there is
nothing that will give us more Kavod than this act.
The pandemic was an exercise in giving and returning our K
 avod to where it belongs most, Hashem.
(Rabbi Gutmacher)
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Yehi Kavod - Hashem Melech Hashem Malach Hashem Yimloch Liolam Vaed

Yehi Kavod Hashem Leolam, Yismach Hashem Bemaassav:

They, as no other point earlier in history or after, experienced God at the Revelation,
and they could say, with authority and authenticity, Hashem reigns, Hashem has reigned,
Hashem shall reign for all eternity.
It is the song of those who stood at Har Sinai and heard the Almighty reveal His Being, His
Essence to the people.
For many of us, the moment when we could learn His Torah, during the past few months, we
felt the level of relationship and awareness we previously had not experienced and it was our
opportunity to reconnect to this sense of Hashem melech Hashem malach, Hashem yimloch
l'olom vaed. (Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Halleluka 1

First Halleluyah: Haleli Nafshi...
Matir Assurim... Zokef Kefufim...Shomer Es Gerim, Yasom Vealmanah Yeoded...
In this perek of Tehillim, Dovid Hamelech reminds us that Hashem constantly pays attention to those in
greater need. Those who are more prone to be alone, those who are weaker than others, or those that
other people don’t pay attention to. Covid-19 gave us, too, the opportunity to focus on those who are
alone. Hashem took us by the hand and said: see all those who are alone? You need to pay attention to
them. It should not take a pandemic to make you realize that. Now go back into real, everyday life, and
make sure to never let those who are alone stay alone, because now you all know how it feels. Pay more
attention, be more aware, and care for everyone even more. Take special care of those that tend to be
alone and need your love: the gerim  (converts), the orphans, the widowed, the old grandparents, and those
people called reshaim  (evil). Those in prison, those who are sad or depressed, the singles, and the abused.
All those in need of our attention and our love. Let us make sure we emulate Hashem and take care of all
those who are alone, so no one in the world will be alone.
(Rabbi Gutmacher)
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Halleluka Ki Tov
Psalm 147:
Magid Dil”varav L’Yaakov, Chukav Umishpatav  Liyisrael
אין ה״ק״בּ״ה אלא ד׳ אמות שׁל הלכה
The only place that Hashem has in this world, meaning the only Rishus, the only domain that is G-d’s is
found within the 4 square Amos of Halacha.
Rabbi Weinberg, n’’y taught this concept and he quoted the Rambam’s focus on this concept derived
from the Gmarra on Brachos , in his introduction to his commentary on his Gmarra in the Mishnah
focuses on the Gmarra in Brachos that states.
Since God created a world with purpose, and therefore everything has a purpose, so then it is only within
the structure of Halacha that a person will be able to access each one of G-ds creations.
This existence of Bnei Yisrael, meaning those who are seeking an active relationship with G-d to create a
place that is called the “Daled Amos “of Halacha.
“At Har Sinai something happened , so that human beings could apply and make judgements and figure
things out and it would still be considered the Daled Amos of Halacha” (Rabbi Weinberg, n’’y)
By our declaration Klal Yisroel declared, There have been many decrees that I have decreed on myself
far more that what you have explicitly decreed upon me. And I did it to show you how much I love what
You decreed upon me Eiruvin 21: B.
חדשים גם ישנים דודי צפנתי לך אמרה כנסת ישראל לפני הקב"ה רבונו של עולם הרבה גזירות גזרתי על עצמי יותר ממה שגזרת
עלי וקיימתים
The beloved declares to the one who loves her. Meaning Bnei Yisroel say to Hashem, חדשים גם ישנים דודי
“ צפנתי לךthe new things and the old things my love I have hidden away for you.
And I want to protect it.!!!.
I fulfilled all the decrees I have imposed upon myself as an expression of my love for what you decreed
upon me1.
“As Rashi explains, and the Rishonim explain that this is the Jewish people’s way of expressing their
great love Hashem’s Torah and saying why do I observe all these Rabbinic commandments? These extra
things? I observe them, because I want to protect what You decreed upon me and I keep them because I
am so committed to treasuring what You decreed.
During the different stages of Covid we were and continue to be presented with infinite opportunities to
respond through the Daled Amos of Halacha.
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Halleluka Ki Tov
How do I perform the mitzvah of Tefillas Keilim?
How does one visit the sick in isolation?
How does Halacha deal with people suffering mentally?
How do we burn Chometz with quarantine?
Can we now eat Kitniyos on Pesach ?
We were taught that Saving a life, and how precious a life is and we have an opportunity for “V’Chai
Bahem”
May we experience the Halacha as sweet!
May we perform the Halachos as our deepest expression of Love to the Ribono Shel Olam.
May we be Zoche to be called a Yisrael who creates the Place for the Daled Amos of Hakadosh Baruch
Hu..
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Halleluka 3

Third Halleluyah: Hallelu Es Hashem...
Malchey Eretz Vechol Leumim...
Through the pandemic, the whole world started singing again. Kids and adults, young and old, prominent
and simple men. How did they start singing? Everyone started asking: why?
What is happening to the world? What does the world or God want from us? Sometimes we forget that
singing to Hashem means asking, questioning, trying to understand or communicate.
This is part of our song to God, a song that will be sung in the future, when we will sing about how the
whole world started asking for answers and for meaning.
People started communicating with God in the middle of a pandemic; this is worth a song! It will be
called the Covid-19 anthem.
Let us never lose that perspective and never stop communicating with God by asking, reflecting,
wondering, questioning, and researching. This is how our relationship with God will grow and become
real.
(Rabbi Gutmacher)
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Halleluka 4

Fourth Halleluyah: Shiru L'Hashem Shir Chadash:
One of the greatest things we will proud of when we go to Olam Haba is the new songs we have created

to show God we are aware of His presence even in the difficult and dark time. This pandemic has given us
another opportunity to emulate David Hamelech and sing new songs to our Creator, a tangible way to
express our Emunah  and Dveykus B’Hashem.

Rabbi Gutmacher
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Halleluka 5

Fifth Halleluyah: Halleluhu El Bekodsho:
We each have a unique part to play in the symphony of life. Everyone has his own unique instrument and
will need to play his part at the right time. Covid-19 has enabled us to see individuals we had never heard
of before doing incredible and selfless acts of c hesed. We have seen nurses and doctors literally giving
their strength and lives for others, we have seen people giving money to those who didn’t have, and
individuals transforming their yeshivos  into hospitals. M
 i KeAmecha Yisrael !! Each one of us is an

instrument in the orchestra of life, and we should always be aware that each one of us, and each human
we see, has incredible powers that we never knew we had. Let us look at everyone, even the most simple
ones, and appreciate their necessary parts of the music. Some will shine now, some later, but everyone
will have his part and his greatness to reveal. It reminds us, too, that we have a lot of hidden potential we
don’t pay attention to. We each have unique strengths and talents that we need to discover in us. Let us
make the effort to discover them, and not wait for a pandemic, to become great and perfect and save the
world.

(Rabbi Gutmacher)
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Vayivarech David

Expectations for Future “And David blessed God in the presence of the entire congregation
David represented everything to the Jewish people. Can you imagine his impact with the now unified,
stronger, and confident people? If they understood this farewell speech that we are reading, in which he
introduces the seven lower sefirot, he must have elevated them to an unbelievable level. Yet, with all his
greatness, he would have to die in order for the Beit Hamikdash to be built.
Can you imagine the mixed feelings of the people? They are filled with both devastating sadness over the
end of their beloved king’s life and expectations of the magnificent future.
This paragraph leads directly into the next, “And they blessed Your glorious Name that is exalted above
every blessing and praise” (Neḥemiah 9:5). This paragraph, composed before building the second Beit
Hamikdash, continues the theme of expectations. They too were filled with excitement mixed with
sadness that this Temple would not equal, could not equal, the first.
Neḥemiah’s prayer is immediately followed by the song at the city. The song is a song of expectations!
“God shall reign for all eternity!” is a statement of their expectations of the future. The women’s song
was accompanied by the musical instruments they had prepared in Egypt, because they left Egypt with
expectations that tremendous miracles would occur.
The Zohar (Vayakhel) teaches that at this point of the conclusion of Pesukei d’Zimrah, we should be filled
with expectation that our Shema and Shemonah Esrei will be the greatest of our lives.
The fact that we read Neḥemiah’s prayer immediately after King David’s is to remind us that expectations
exist on a continuum that stretch back to the Song of the Sea and in fact back to the moment when we left
Egypt:
Imagine if you saw everyone around you die, the world being turned upside down, even if you were not
affected, and all that was protecting you was some blood on your door. Would you feel vulnerable? Even
though your enemies were being punished, even though you were safe, this new Master of yours, God,
has the ability to reverse reality. At least when Pharoah was in charge, the trains ran on time. How many
of us wait so long for everything to be just right only to constantly lose significant opportunities? We
were forced to leave before everything was right. We did not have enough to eat. We were not prepared
for a long journey. Sometimes you have to rush at an opportunity, the secret of the matzah. Bitterness,
maror, can destroy us. Things not being right is livable. Bitterness is unbearable. The key to being able to
rush at an opportunity despite not everything being prepared or ready is expectation.
We may not feel adequately prepared for the most awesome Shema or Shemonah Esrei of our lives. But
the expectations will get us there. They will allow us to rush at the opportunity and to succeed.
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Az Yashir

Az Yashir
Did we survive? Did the virus fail in killing us all? Did we see God’s hand in the process? Many did, and
singing to God what we experienced is part of the process of preventing another pandemic!
We were created to sing to God. Let us see the good we experienced, and let us sing to Hashem with joy,
just because we are alive today, able to pass down the story to our children until eternity. And so we will
sing to them:
We were alone surrounded by a common enemy-Covid 19. Just like Pharaoh and the Jewish people by the
sea, surrounded and alone with nothing we could do, we had faith in You, Hashem, and we did what we
needed to do.
We cross the waters-we washed our hands. And we arrived at the other side of the Yam Suf-the
post-pandemic world.
(Rabbi Gutmacher)
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Nishmas
HaKeil, HaGadol
“O, The Power, in the omnipotence of Your strength, great in the glory of Your Name, mighty forever
and awesome through Your awesome deeds, O King, enthroned upon a high and lofty throne.”
Rabbi Meir wrote that on Shavuot the Chazan should begin from, “HaKeil, bi’ta’atumot uzecha,” “The
Power, in the omnipotence of Your strength,” because of the Giving of the Torah is described as Oz, as in,
“God will give might to His people (Psalms 29:11).” On Sukkot and Shemini Atzeret the chazan begins
with, “HaGadol bichvod shimecha,” “Great in the glory of Your Name,” for it is written, “You have
exalted Your nation, God; You have exalted the nation by whom You are honored (Isaiah 26:15),” and
The Pesikta (d’Rav Kahana 194:2) applies this verse to the Patriarchs. On Pesach he should begin with,
“HaGibbor laNetzach,” “Mighty forever,” as His might was so manifest at the Splitting of the Sea, when
the Holy One Blessed is He, appeared as a Young Warrior. On Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur, the
chazan begins with, “HaMelech,” “The King,” as He sits on the Throne to judge. (Kol Bo 37)
Kavanah for First Day of Shavuot:
Based on, “God will give might to His people.”
Our Sages taught, “Why was the Torah given to Israel? Because they are bold (Beitzah 25b).” This
boldness is considered a good quality, as the Mishna teaches, “Be bold as a leopard (Avot 5:23).” Israel
uses this boldness to subjugate the physical so that it can become an appropriate vessel to receive the soul.
Through this we can understand what the Sages taught, “There is no vessel that can retain blessing except
for peace (Uktzin),” the type of peace that only comes through boldness acquired through Torah to
overcome the physical so that it is at peace with the holy. (Toledot Yaakov Yosef, Chukat)
Kavanah: “Empower us with the boldness of Torah to overcome the distraction of the physical and train
it to be at peace with the holy through our Torah so that we can receive and retain Your unlimited
blessing.”

Kavanah for Second Day of Shavuot:
Based on, “God will give might to His people, God will bless His people with peace.”
“The only might is Torah (Shir Hashirim Rabbah 2:10; See Zevachim 116a).” What is the connection
between Torah and peace? The Alshich haKadosh (Bamidbar 25:12) explains that a soul that sins lacks
peace between this world and the World to Come, the World of Eternal Life. At Sinai we merited to
experience perfect balance between the two Worlds and were at peace. This will be the peace of the
World to Come.
Kavanah: “Grant us the blessing of Torah so that we can experience peace between this World and the
World to Come, just as we did on the first Shavuot.” (Machberes Avodas Hashem)
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Nishmas

We Have Been Forged By Fire (Nishmat):
“Were our mouth as full of song as the sea, and our tongue as full of joyous song as its multitude of
waves, and our lips as full of praise as the breadth of the heavens, and our eyes as brilliant as the sun and
the moon, and our hands as outspread as the Eagles of the sky and our feet as swift as hinds, we still could
not thank You sufficiently.”
“Rabbi Yishmael said: Metatron, the ministering Angel of the Countenance who resides above all, told
me: because the Holy One, Blessed is He, took me by fire to serve the Throne and the wheels of the
Chariot and the needs of the Divine Presence, immediately my flesh turned into a flame and my veins into
a burning fire and my bones into hot coals of a broom tree in the light of my eyes into the splendor of
lightning and the orbs of my eyes into a torch of fire and the hairs of my head into a blaze and flame and
all my limbs into wings of burning fire and all my body into blazing fire and on my right burning flames
of fire and on my left a burning torch and around me stormy gusty winds were blowing and clamorous
sounds in front of me and behind me” (Heichalot).
This song of Nishmat is not a fantasy of what we could begin to sing if “our mouths were as full as the
sea,” but a description of the potential power of our prayers, especially on the Shabbat when we ascend to
ever greater heights.
This is our opportunity to sing A Fiery Song to gather with the ministering angels. (Machberet Avodat
Hashem)
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BLESSINGS OF SHEMA
& SHEMA (DAY)
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Birchas Shema for Shachris

Vihaer Eeineinu Bisorasecha
Looking at yourself on zoom/hiding yourself on zoom as an opportunity of self reflection (MAH)
We are asking for heightened awareness and vision of self in this Tefillah Through the Study of Torah
which stretches our vision of self. (MS)

This concept was shared by Rabbi Weinberg, n’’y.
As we navigate, and analyze the ever changing medical diagnosis of Covid, It is an opportunity of seeing
yourself through the lens of a “medical history and diagnosis” that changes based on new experiences and
knowledge. Cheshbon Hanefesh.

Using the lense of Torah to make a proper Cheshbon Hanefesh. Using Torah, her Halachos, Middos,
Mitzvos, Hashkafa as my guide to determine and weigh my actions . MS based on principles taught by
Rabbi Weinberg, n’’y
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Birchas Shema for Shachris
Haftorah of Yechezkel: The Chariot, the angels, and Har Sinai: Tefillah is alive! We can go back to
Har Sinai not just on Shavuot, we can go back to Har Sinai each time we pray. That’s why we talk about
Torah every day, learn Torah everyday -- not just on Shavuot.
Imagine, we are on Har Sinai and the malachim are davening with us. Imagine, we are on Har Sinai and
having a personal connection with Hashem beyond comprehension. B’nei Yisrael is all one. Imagine, if
we live the lives of Har Sinai every day of the year, if we experience that every day, then imagine the Har
Sinai that we would be able to have on Shavuot!
You know, we were able to maintain this connection to Har Sinai during this whole COVID crisis, not
losing sight of who we are, of the people we are meant to be, and that is the people who we were during
the crises. That is who we are supposed to be, even after this crisis -- the people who are donating more
plasma, more antibodies than anyone else. We are the people providing more free meals than anyone else.
On Shavuot we read the Haftorah from Yechezkel. We read about the angels, Ratzo vashav. Constantly
back and forth, back and forth. This is an intensity of approaching HaShem, of closeness to HaShem, and
I want this intensity, but it's too much. Much too much.
We go back to what is comfortable, familiar. But, then, no, we want more. So we take that moment and
bring it back into who we are. That’s maybe a small part of the idea of the vision of The Chariot in
Yechezkel. -- that even though B’nei Yisrael will go into exile, even though we came down from the Har
Sinai experience, The Chariot is still with us; meaning, everything we achieved in the past, we have the
ability to take that with us and move ahead.
We are moving ahead and returning, then moving ahead, again. We experience even a moment of
inspiration, and then we can come back into what we are and use that inspiration to move forward. We
always have what we've learned, what we've been taught, what we've gained in our history; we take what
we have experienced in our lives and use it to move forward. That’s what happened at Har Sinai. You
know, at Har Sinai there were three days of preparation before the actual Revelation of the Almighty; and
then there was the 40 days of waiting. There was this time of preparation, then the level of the exalted
experience, then the waiting - the back to the “before the exalted experience” status. There are these
different stages that are going on back and forth, and these stages are our personal Ratzo vashav -- that's
why we read this Haftorah of Yechezkel on Shavuot.
The Baal Shem Tov explains why every bracha begins in the second person “Atah,” You and then
switches to the third person (Hashem). This is because we are all in one way or another Ratzo vashav, we
are constantly fluctuating back and forth in how we relate to Hashem.
This changes the way that we say birchat kriat Shema on the first day of Shavuot because the first day of
Shavuot is the day that we were actually at Har Sinai. This year it's Friday, right?
So, you know people tend to think that the Shabbat birchas kriat Shema is the higher brachah because it
is more extensive, and therefore we feel that it's supposed to take us closer to God. Maybe we think that
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Shema Shavuos transcripts
the weekday morning blessing of Shema, the first blessing of Shema, has less ability to take us as high as
we can go on Shabbat because it is less extensive. But the truth is that on Shavuot it is just the opposite.
On Shavuot, all we need is that little bit, the simpler bracha, then I can take it and run into the Almighty's
arms, so to speak, and there, in that place, I’m prepared for what is going to follow.
The first blessing of the Shema leads into the second blessing of Shema, which is about Torah -- it's about
the relationship of Torah. It’s the relationship of Ahavah Rabbah (Expansive love), Habocheir b’amo
Yisrael b’ahava (Choosing Yisrael in Love).
It is about the relationship -- which is about Har Sinai, and we know that they experienced this back and
forth at Har Sinai, because it says that they were too scared to go into the camp. They wanted to hold onto
each other, to their comfort zone. They didn't want to go into the camp, they were intimidated and Moshe
Rabeinu had to say, “no, go! Go!”
And so B’nei Yisrael had to confront their fears.
And, now, we are having to confront our fears.
We are afraid. What is our future going to be like? Is it really safe to go out? I'm just so tired of being
inside. But there's this element of fear. Oh, no, my throat is dry. I have a dry cough. Oh, no! What do I
do? My body aches. Oh, no! Does this mean something? No, I am okay, it is safe, I want to go out. I will
be fine. So here we are. It is Shavuot and it is just after COVID. We're living with this constant Ratzo
vashav even while the numbers of sick people are going down. It's getting safer. But wait, not yet, now
that people are going out, the numbers of COVID cases are going back up. Now we're finding it's
constant, a back and forth.
And yet, this Shavuot, we remember and we celebrate the back and forth!
On Shavuot, the back and forth doesn't mean a state of confusion. On Shavuot, the back and forth is an
opportunity to access the relationship of Torah -- a relationship that we can take with us whether we're
pulling away or coming close ... pulling away ... coming close ...
On Shavuot, the lesson of Shavuot is that we have enough to take with us so that we can live lives that are
productive, lives that are aware and connected to the source of infinite existence. and then we can get to
certain things. The first thing we get to after Shema is Emet -- Truth and Clarity. We would like to have
clarity about this situation. We would like to know what is real and what is not. We would like to know
what is accurate, we would like some real solid information, that one person is not going to say the
opposite the next minute we want to have a sense of kayemet (real), correct? Hashem Elokeichem Emet.
And, by the way, how many vavs do we have?
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Shema Shavuos transcripts
Count, "Veyatzviv, venachon, vekayam, veyashar, vene’eman, ve’ahuv, vechaviv…” you have 15 vavs and
they correspond To the 15 Vavei Ha’amudim that connect the things in the Mishkan because it's about
being able to take life and the Vavei Ha’amudim... What am I taking with me? 1, 2, 3, 4....15
And, that 15 takes you back to the order of the Seder.
Am I able to take things back with me from the seder? Then the 15 takes me back to the Pesach Sheini
Seder, I'm able to take it with me! If I'm able to realize that I can take anything with me, then even when I
take my three steps back at the end of the blessings of Shema, I'm ready to take my three steps forward
into returning closer to the Almighty.
This is exactly what the angels are doing. And this is exactly what we were doing at Har Sinai. And this is
what we are doing in our morning blessings of Shema this year. (Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Yotzer Ohr

Baruch Ata Hashem... Yotzer Ohr Uboreh Choshech, Osse Shalom...
We thought we were in the light, but all of a sudden Covid-19 made us feel we were in real darkness. All
this was to rebalance us, to bring shalom, to give birth to a new world that is more unified, more

harmonious, where the spiritual and the physical are balanced, where our priorities are reevaluated, where
we feel more complete, our families more whole.
(Rabbi Gutmacher)
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Kulam Bechachma

Kulam Bechochmah Assissa:
God made this physical world filled with wisdom, to the extent that it appears completely independant. It
is a gift to be able to choose to grow, fall, and go back up. We become sick and we can choose to connect
and get the health and light back.
This wisdom is available to find cures and to cure ourselves is a true celebration of our greatest gift: Free
Choice. We are free to believe it is Mother Nature or God, the wisdom of the doctor or the Divine wisdom
which is the source of the problem or the solution.
Thank you God for creating such a world with so much wisdom , we can feel completely independant and
not forced to serve You. We can serve you out of choice, that is: out of love.
(Rabbi Gutmacher)
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Kedusha

Kadosh, Kadosh, Kadosh:
At Har Sinai ,  we saw that on every level of Creation, God is involved. We have just experienced an
enemy that was seemingly invisible, and we, through our actions in how we related to the situation,
brought God’s presence into this invisible reality. During K
 edusha, we should be able to feel that God is
within everything: from the subatomic levels of creation, alive and present in the invisible energy of the
atoms, to the macro levels of creations physical and spiritual. May we always keep the awareness that we
are never alone, we can bring Hashem into everything, on every level.
Baruch Kevod Hashem Mimekomo:
Where did the virus come from? Where did it leave? Where did the voice of Hashem come from? Where
did it leave? Everything in the world comes from a source, that is part of the process of revealing
Hashem’s glory. Let’s never forget He created us for His own glory. Using absolutely everything Hashem
gives us, even when it appears to be dark, and showing that we understand it comes from Hashem is
giving Kavod  to Hashem in His place above, but also in our lower world.
(Rabbi Gutmacher)
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Kedusha

V’nosnim

R’shus Zeh La’zeh –

The heavenly angels make space for each other, and give each other permission to sanctify their Creator.
While some of us have been living in close quarters during quarantine with nowhere to go, or have had
other life changes that necessitate understanding from others, we have learned to accommodate and make
space for one another.
I see the social distancing practice as my way of sharpening my awareness of needing to give myself the
space to truly be “me”.
Let us learn how to give Kavod to and make space for each other, emulating the angels. (MS)
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Lekel Baruch

Lekel Baruch... Boreh Refuos:
God is involved, he anticipates our search for Him, He wants us to desire Him and find Him, and
sometimes it is through sicknesses.
We search for a solution, for light that will heal us. As we question why we are sick or why this virus
happened, and we examine our ways, God allows the access to the Refuah through the doctors and
scientists.
Although it appears as if it is the doctors who have discovered the Refuah, it is in fact US, through our
search for meaning and desire to connect to God that enables the Refuah to be “Created”, discovered and
downloaded into the heads of the scientists.
(Rabbi Gutmacher)
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Lekel Baruch
First Blessing of Shema - Zorei'a tzedakot  (From the Tanna d'vei Eliyahu)Once I was walking on the
road and a man encountered me and accosted me in a heretical way. He had knowledge of the Bible, but
not of the Mishnah. He said to me, “The Bible was given to us at Sinai, but the Mishnah was not.”
I said to him, “My son, both the Bible and the Mishnah were spoken by the Almighty. What then is the
difference between the Bible and the Mishnah? Here is a parable:

A King had two servants whom he dearly loved. He gave each one of them a small amount of wheat and a
bundle of flax. What did the wise servant do? He took the flax and wove it into a tablecloth. He took the
wheat and made flour out of it, which he then sifted, ground, kneaded, and baked. Then he spread the
tablecloth upon the table and placed the bread on it. He left it that way until the king came to visit.
The foolish servant did not do anything.
Eventually, the king entered his home and said to his servants, " My sons, bring me what I gave you.”
The wise servant brought out the loaves of bread on a table with a cloth spread over it . The foolish
servant brought out the wheat in a box and a bundle of flax on top of it. What an embarrassment!
Which of the two servants is the favorite? The one who brought out the tablecloth with the bread on it. So
too, when God gave the Torah to Israel, He gave the Torah to them in the form of wheat from which to
produce bread, and flax from which to make clothing. (Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Lekel Baruch

Zoreah Tzidakot Matzmiach Yishuot, Borei Refuot
According to some these words can mean that when we do acts of Tzedaka/Tzidkut, Hashem then plants
them and this leads to yeshuos and it creates refuos. So, we can have this kavanah during davening and
when giving
Perhaps we can view it the following way. Just as we know that when we daven, we become a changed
person which then creates a new reality, so too when we give tzedakah or do chessed or refine our
middos, we create a new reality in existence which changes the world
Tzedakah Tatzil Mimavet(mishlei) – Tzedakah saves from death. We can donate money or do acts of
Tzidkut with the intention that people have a refuah shleima even if they might be at the gates of death
and/or be protected from contracting COVID.

(EB)
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Ahavah Rabbah

Ahavah Rabbah: v'tein b'libeinu (From Menorat haTehorah , page 80, Rav Avraham Yehoshua
Heshel of Apt, the Ohev Yisrael.)
A man should not choose the form in which he wishes to perform the service of G-d, but he should
perform it in any manner the opportunity affords. He should be like a vessel into which anything may be
poured; wine, milk, or water. (Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Ahavah Rabbah

Ahavah Rabbah "Nagilah v'Nismicha bishu'atecha" (Based on Ben Porat Yosef 49b )
My master, the Baal Shem Tov, spoke of the concept of engaging in humor before serious study, as
discussed in the Talmud (Shabbat 30b). It is written, “The living Angels ran and returned (Ezekiel 1:14).”
In man, this alludes to Greatness and Smallness, expanded consciousness and constricted consciousness.
Through joy and humor man can make the transition from Smallness to Greatness. One can then study
and attach himself to G-d.
~ Machberet Avodat Hashem
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Shema
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Shema

“Ya’yichan Sham Yisroel Neged Hahar” –
Bnei Yisrael achieved great unity at Har Sinai “k’ish echad b’lev echad.” Even though they all said
“Naa’se” together, they each said it with their own voice.
Many of us have had to be in seclusion. It is a reminder of the fact that we each need our own sense of
self, privacy, space, perspective.
It emphasizes the uniqueness and individuality of each person. None of us are interchangeable. Each of us
is critical to the whole. When we all experienced Har Sinai, we were unified, but we each experienced it
differently, uniquely. It’s important to maintain our individuality amongst the whole (EB)

With regard to being in seclusion: As Rabbi Glasser, n’’y said, we are reminded of the Cohen Gadol who
needed to be in seclusion on Yom Kippur to perform the special service of the day. A Mezuzah was
placed on his doorpost as a reminder that seclusion was not “Jail”. It is an opportunity to stretch beyond
the boundaries to connect to the whole world (MS)
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Shema

Shema Israel… Bechol Levavecha, Bechol Nafshecha Ubechol Meodecha:
This pandemic has awakened many to truly love Hashem in all three ways, we don’t want to forget this
love and stay inspired to live it in our own lives and other situations:
Bechol Levavecha: We have seen individuals loving You with all their hearts: they chose to go out of
their ways, although they were not asked to, to help and save Your children ! They broke their comfort
zones and body desires and focused on helping others!
Bechol Nafshecha: Doctors, nurses and many other simple men and women placed their lives in danger
and were ready to save and not be saved!
Ubechol Meodecha: So many used their money for others, their synagogues for hospitals, their talents to
heal, their cars for food trucks, their free time to make masks, their houses as places to help others, their
kitchens into restaurants to cater to the poor and hungry!
SO much love have we seen, let us stay. In that wave of Chesed and continue to act in complete love, in
all three ways.
(Rabbi Gutmacher)
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Shema - Asher Anochi Mitzavcha...

Hayom:
I learned this concept from Rabbi Weinberg, n’’y my Rebbie.
The Gmarra in Eiruvin 21: B The beloved says to the ones who loves her.. The new things and the old
things I have hidden away for you says Klal Yisroel to Hakadosh Baruch Hu.
“Chadashim Gam Yisheinim ” Old and New
Rashi emphasises that all the words of Torah should be “Chadashim Lifanecha ” , as if they were given to
you from Har Sinai “Hayom” (Today)
Therefore the whole essence of Torah is New..
For me, Covid made us all confront the “Old”.
How we were serving Hashem previously nowe required us to apply new ways to Our Mitzvos, our
service of Hashem.
May we always have the ability to access all that was planted in our souls at Har Sinai and find ways to
experience our relationship with Hashem as Brand New..
(MS)
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V'Hayah Im Shamoa

V’haya Im sha’mo’ah tish’mi’u el mitzvotai The act of listening to Hashem is key in living in a world in which Hashem sustains us. This act of
listening sounds similar to a different set of pesukim:
He said, “If you will heed the Lord your God diligently, doing what is upright in His sight, giving ear to
His commandments and keeping all His laws, then I will not bring upon you any of the diseases that I
brought upon the Egyptians, for I Hashem am your healer.” Shemot 15:6

It seems from these verses that the act of listening is something that can prevent illness.
Listening is a form of tzedakah, chessed. Therefore, when we focus on becoming better listeners, we
bring refuah into the world.
This concept is reminiscent of the halacha of bikur cholim that one must determine what it is that the
choleh needs, in other words be a good listener and have understanding of what the choleh needs, and in
this way one performs the mitzvah of bikur cholim and brings healing.
Performing Hashem’s mitzvos in general prevents Hashem from bringing “Machala”, plague. When we
perform Mitzvos, we can do it in the merit of refuah for others.
(EB)
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Asher Hotzasi
Shemoneh Esrei Objectivity/Humility
-Some of us have experienced a certain stripping of our usual roles of authority in the Zoom-Covid-world
in which we find ourselves. It’s difficult for our students to see us as teachers when on video, for our
patients to see us as doctors, etc. As we take 3 steps back and 3 steps forward into our Shemoneh Esrei,
we can let go of our image – our title as Lawyer, Parent, Doctor, Rabbi, etc and defer to the Ultimate
Authority . I learned this concept from my Rebbie, Rabbi Weinberg, n’’y.
(E.B)
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SHACHARIS AND
MUSSAF AMIDA
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Mechayeh Masim

Mechayeh Hamessim:
Mouth to mouth resuscitation: Hashem breathes into me, not through a respirator, but through His own
essence. Every morning, as soon as I wake up, I have a direct experience of it. Hashem gave me my soul
back, He gave me my breath back. Today, I am again given another opportunity to be like Adam Harishon
and use my soul, my life to expand and protect my garden, my life, my world, and turn it into a Gan Eden,
a place where I can live with Hashem’s presence.
(Rabbi Gutmacher)
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Mechayeh Masim

Michaye Maisim
Borei Nifashos.. Lihachayos Bahem –

It seems Hashem created our deficiencies in order to “live via them”. Perhaps we can have in mind that
our very deficiencies, including Lo aleinu any physical deficiencies such as COVID-19, should lead us to
both physical and spiritual life. (MAH)
When we take actions in such circumstances of deficiency we are saying that we do not give up hope.
(MAH)
When we see a deficiency in the way someone may be behaving (in middos or mitzvos or other), that is
an opportunity to bring forth greater life by being more careful in those areas ourselves. (EB)
When we are able to see the highest in another despite the seeming deficiency can become activators of
life literally in the other. (MS)
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Ata Vichartanu
Ata Vichartanu Kavanot For Shavuot Shacharit
“You have chosen us from all the peoples; You loved us and found favor in us; You exalted us above all
the tongues and You sanctified us with Your commandments. You drew us close, our King, to Your
service and proclaimed Your great and Holy Name upon us.”
Kavanot Shavuot Shacharit:
You have chosen us from all the peoples;
Based on Ra’avan, “Only your forefathers did God cherish to love them, and He chose their offspring
after them, you, from among all the peoples, as this day (Devarim 10:15).” When you look at the
achievements of the Patriarchs and how they achieved becoming people who lived with constant awe of
God, and realize how much more you must work to match their accomplishments, God will cherish you as
He did them. He chose you because you can become as great as they were. (Rabbi Avraham Zerach
Aryeh Yehudah of Berzon; Imrei Yehudah: and Rabbi Tzvi Hirsch if Liska; Ach Peri Tevu’ah)
Kavanah: “We believe that You chose us because we are capable of achieving as much as the Patriarchs.
We will strive to live up to that choice.”

You loved us and found favor in us;
Based on Avudirham, “”Go, eat your bread with joy and drink your wine with a glad heart, for the Lord
has already approved your deeds - Ratza haElokim (Kohelet 9:7).” The Midrash Tehillim (85:1) explains
that all our deeds merit ratzon when we observe the laws of Tzedakah, Shmitah and Yoveil. This teaches
us that we can transform our property into a constant state of Ratzon by using all we have for good
purposes to serve God. (Sefat Emet; Pesach 5660)
Kavanah: “We have expressed our experience of Your love for us by using all we own to serve You so
that we may achieve a state of constant ratzon”
You exalted us above all the tongues
Based on Avudirham, “Thus said God, Master of Legions: In those days it will happen that ten men, of all
the different languages of the nations, will take hold, they will take hold of the corner of the garment of a
Jewish man, saying, ‘Let us go with you, for we have heard that the Lord is with you!’ (Zechariah 8:23).”
The garment described is a talit, that when it wraps us represents the Ohr Makif, the Divine Illumination
that envelops us and communicates with greater clarity than any language; it reflects a Universal Truth
that can penetrate all hearts and minds, so that all will see is that the Lord is with us. (Sefat Emet; Balak
5641)
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Kavanah: “May we merit to reflect Your Illumination with such clarity to everyone in the world.” [This
can also be used as a kavanah for the Seventh Paragraph of Hallel: “All you nations; Praise God! Sing
compliments, all you peoples! For His kindness overpowers us, and God’s Truth is forever. Hallelukah!”]

You sanctified us with Your commandments.
Based on Rabbeinu Yehudah ben Yakar), “For I am God your Lord, you are to sanctify yourselves and
you shall become holy (Vayikra 11:44).” The Midrash asks, “With what shall we sanctify ourselves?
With the mitzvot. “All its holy ones were in Your hands (Devarim 33:3),” even what You did not instruct
them, but they applied using their own thought and perception.
Kavanah: “We accept to approach each mitzvah as an opportunity to achieve holiness so that we will be
able to apply our sanctified thoughts to the mitzvot and apply them everywhere in our lives.”

You drew us close, our King, to Your service
Based on Rabbeinu Yehudah ben Yakar, “And because all of them were licentious people, Scripture
describes them in detail in order to publicize their disgrace. However, as for the Children of Israel, the
Holy One, Blessed is He, drew them close and called them, ‘Chevel nachalah,’ ‘Heritage, lot and
portion,’ as it is stated, ‘For God’s portion is His people; Jacob, the lot of His heritage (Devarim 32:9),’
and it is written, ‘You shall be My special treasure of all the peoples (Shemot 19:5),” and it is written, ‘I
had planted you from a choice vine, entirely of faithful seed (Jeremiah 2:21).” When we maintain our
sanctity, we merit that God will bring us close to His service and treasure us as His heritage, lot and
portion (Midrash Tanchumah, Vayeishev 1).
Kavanah: “May we take full advantage of “You sanctified us with Your commandments,” so that we will
merit experiencing closeness to You as we Serve You.”

Proclaimed Your great and Holy Name upon us.
Based on Avudirham, “There is none like You, O God! You are great and Your Name is great in might
(Jeremiah 10:6).” “But you are in our midst, O God, and Your Name is proclaimed upon us; do not
abandon us (Ibid. 14:9).” Even in Your Might, the Divine Attribute of Judgment, we find Gadol, the
Divine Attribute of Chesed, proven by the fact that Your Great Name is “proclaimed upon us,”
empowering us to request, “Do not abandon us!” (Chozeh David: Jeremiah)
Kavanah: “We acknowledge that there is none like You, known by the Name of Might, that is called upon
us as a Chesed, as we experienced at Sinai. We ask that You maintain that Name on us so that we may
request that You never abandon us.” (Machberes Avodas Hashem)
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V'Ahavta Osanu V'Raztisa Banu-- that you loved us and found favor in us. This is on Shavuos
morning; we can see it in the fact that Hashem was waiting for us at Sinai, the way a groom would wait
for a bride under the chuppah.
Where do we have this experience of Hasham waiting during this crisis?
There are people saying that the shuls are empty, and the shuls are waiting for us which I'm sure is true,
that the sifrei Torah are waiting to be used in the community, which is definitely true-- for people to
gather together.
For me, the fact that we can open up Torah and look into Jewish law, in the history of Jewish law, and
find guidance and how to deal with the countless situations and questions that have arisen because of this
crisis, gives a sense that this has been waiting for us all along. It has been waiting for us in the Torah. In
that way, our celebration of this Torah-- that has been standing and waiting for us to discover new things
and new applications, even in these frightening times-- is a greater celebration of Hashem waiting for us.
(Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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V'Ahavta Otanu V'Raztita Banu -- And that you loved us and found favor in us.
We can see it in the fact that Hashem was waiting for us at Sinai, the way a groom waits for a bride under
the chuppah. Where do we have this experience of Hashem waiting during this crisis? There are people
saying that the shuls are empty, that the shuls are waiting for us which I'm sure is true, that the sifrei
Torah are waiting to be used in the community, which is definitely true-- for people to gather together.
The fact that we can open up the Torah and look into Jewish law, into the history of Jewish law, and find
guidance on how to deal with the countless situations and questions that have arisen because of this crisis,
gives us a sense that this has been waiting for us all along. It has been waiting for us in the Torah. In that
way, our celebration of this Torah -- that has been standing and waiting for us to discover new things and
new applications, even in these frightening times -- is a greater celebration of Hashem waiting for us.
(Machberes Avodas Hashem)
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Ata Bechartanu... Veratzita banu... Vekidashtanu Bemitzvotecha:
At Har Sinai , You made us unique in our behavior, so we can serve You by being a light unto the nations.
We have lived it and experienced it with the pandemic.
Who has done as much chesed  as Klal Yisrael , who went completely out of their way to help in creative
ways while still trying to keep Your m
 itzvot and halachot ?
Who was busy asking, how can we serve God in a situation like this? Klal Yisrael!
Who was the only country that sent airplanes to bring their own people home? Klal Yisrael ! Hashem, You
have taught us “Areivim Zeh Lazeh,”  and “VeAhavtah LeReacha Kamocha,” and even our secular Israeli
government is the only one in the world who did such a powerful mitzvah ! Mi KeAmecha Yisrael ! We
were “KeIsh Echad BeLev Echad,”
we continued our Covenant from Har Sinai . We have become what You wanted, we have kept our
promise. Am Kadosh , unique and spectacular, a light unto the nations. This is why You wanted us, and
this is why You still want us now.
(Rabbi Gutmacher)
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Zman Matan Toraseinu – (Ata Vichartanu)
Rabbi Weinberg, n’’y shared the following:
The Gemara tells us that the Torah was only given to Moshe and his children. Moshe looked at the Torah
with Ayin Tov and gave it to Bnei Yisrael.
What does this mean? Moshe saw “Wow, look who you can become if you are able to use the gift of
Torah!” and so he shared the Torah with Bnei Yisrael out of this vision and love.
This too is how Hashem gave the Torah to Moshe: “I see who you can become with the gift of Torah”.
We are celebrating the way in which the Torah was given: with the Ayin Tov of who the receiver can
become with the gift, seeing the potential. (E.B)
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קידוש יום טוב
Vatiten lanu Hashem Elokeinu b'ahava moadim l'simcha chagim u'zmanim l'sosson.
And You gave us, Hashem our Lord, with love, appointed festivals, meaning places, meeting places in
time, there is no question of how powerful this is for us this year, or I should say for me, because I
remember on Pesach when singing the holiday Kiddush wondering, “Hmm I wonder what life will be like
Shavuot.”
And so to sit down and begin a holiday, and that we are here for the holiday. And we're alive. Many of us
are well, and we're surviving and thriving, making this place to which we've been looking forward to and
we're wondering about, just a little while ago. It really is a meeting place in time.
And the fact that we mention all the holidays is because we can now look forward to all the holidays with
a sense of Wow, how will everything be different and special and all the holidays that follow?
(Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Vatiten Lanu:

The morning kavana for vatiten lanu, it seems pretty clear, on the regular Shavuot, they know the
lines that each holiday takes us back to a single meeting place which is this relationship with
God to Har Sinai, to the very beginnings of the relationship, that everything connects back,
which is vatiten lanu.
The gift you have given to us to always be able to trace our roots back and connect to this.
And… We're living through a time in which clearly, people are going to say, “Hey, remember
the year 2020 during the coronavirus? And what were you doing? Do you remember how things
changed? Do you remember how hard things were?” So people all over are looking at a world
that has changed. And yet because of this gift of Torah that we are receiving this morning of
Shavuot, we understand that there are certain constants, and certain things never change. And
that gives us the courage and the confidence and the joy to live our lives with that connection to
the Almighty. (Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Ya'aleh V’yavo
What is the reason that in Ya’aleh V'Yavo we say: 1-yaaleh, 2-v'yavo, 3-yeira'eh 4-v'yeiratzeh,
5-v’yishama 6-v’yipakeid 7-v'yizacheir? And, why zichronot? Why zichron Yerushalayim - Your city?
Why zichron Moshiach ben David avdecha - Your servant? And, why the zichron of all Your nation the
house of Israel?
I see the connection of “Your” in all three and wonder what the significance is these three “Your”s is.
Originally my question was triggered as to why davka, Mashiach.” Then I was wondering why it was
phrased as zichron Mashiach. Then I was wondering why these three items per se (and not others, e.g. the
Torah). And then I got to wondering about the opening of Ya’aleh V'Yavo.
All in all, I've been saying the tefillah for years and I have no idea what I'm really saying!

Ok, back to the seven levels of Ya’aleh V'Yavo that you listed above. They correspond to the Seven
Lower Sefirot, right? And we taught me that we should picture or imagine the Ya’aleh V'Yavo prayer
rising up through these 7 levels.
Prayer. The prayer must first be empowered by our intention and awareness to rise to the heavens. This
first level demands an awareness of the power of our actions, words, and thoughts in this world.
Speach. We can speak and have the words “rise” to the point where they are not limited by this physical
world. The Kabbalists describe the expansive, or Chesed, as power, as the words rising to a level at which
the individual letters dance and move, forming infinite combinations of more words and ideas. This
expansiveness adds enough beauty to the prayer that all the words we spoke and all the words formed by
the dancing letters, form new decorations on the Crown of God.
Gevurah. Prayer that has achieved this expansiveness now has the ability to enter the highest heichalot,
Courtyards in Heaven, and can actually stand before the Creator! This empowered prayer, filled with
Gevurah, has entered a realm where it can have far greater influence on all of Creation.

Tiferet. If the words are filled with the beauty of a soul reaching toward its Source, it has Tiferet. It can be
“seen”: It will catch the attention of G-d.
Prayer. A prayer, so expansive, powerful and beautiful – of Chesed, Gevurah, Tiferet – will attract God’s
ratzon, “will” – the very source of Creation: God willed the creation of the world. God’s ratzon is eternal,
for it is, unlike ours, ever-lasting and has reality, or Netzach.
This prayer, so developed and empowered by our awareness and our will -- pushes the prayer up, making
it beautiful and connecting it to the Source of All Existence, can achieve the Intimacy of Attachment –
Shema: As in Hashmi’I Li – Hashem, relate to me on the deepest level. It reflects the deepest glory of a
Soul – it is Hod.
Each soul has a specific mission to which it is appointed – pakeid. The Soul that can raise its prayer to
such a level that it has connected with its essence – Yesod – at the highest level, and will receive the
pekida – the assistance to achieve its purpose.
When the Soul connects and fulfills its purpose, it has incorporated all of its work and achievements –
Malchut.
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Ya’aleh V’yavo:
Zichronot are a reflection of how a specific thing matters. A Soul that has achieved all of the above with
Ya’aleh V’Yavo, connects with all of Creation and adds meaning.
The meeting point of Creation is in Yerushalayim, where Heaven and Earth connect. The Zichron of
David is that Moshiach’s spiritual reality exists in the world.. We request that the Spiritual reality be
granted more life-force, and, with this prayer become more of a reality for us, Your nation. (Machberes
Avodas Hashem)
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Shacharit Amidah
The Ramchal writes of different forms of redemption, zechira and pekida. Zochreinu Hashem Elokeinu bo
l'tova u'pakdeinu bo l'vracha v'hoshienu bo l'chaim tovim, obviously refers to the different stages that we
have experienced.
And to be able to take the zechira aspects of it, the pekida aspects of it and say and pray that v'hoshiainu,
truly we will be saved from this illness in a permanent way and protected into the future. (Machberet
Avodat Hashem)
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Bimshoch Ha’yovel Heima Ya’alu Bahar –
Rabbi Weinberg, n’’y said, Once you experience the yovel, the freedom of Matan Torah, then you can
climb the mountain. When we realize that all of our abilities come from Hashem as gifts, then we can
change the world. We can go from viewing our personal situations as “b’tachtis hahar” – at the bottom of
the mountain with a mountain hanging over our heads, to proactively overcoming our challenges with
Hashem’s help. (E.B)
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VeHasi’einu
Written by Machberes Avodas Hashem
“Bestow upon us, God, our Lord, the blessing of Your appointed Festivals for life and for peace, for
gladness and for joy.”
This is an entirely different type of prayer than that which we say on the High Holidays, when we ask
God to instill fear of Him in all of His creation. At the beginning of a story, before we know all that is to
happen, we pray that God will guide the world by instilling fear of Him in all. However, on a festival,
when we take stock of what has happened, and look back on the stories that have been completed, we do
not focus on fear, but on a simple request that God bestow His blessings upon us. It should be an
expression of the joy that comes when we realized the higher “yirah” meaning the connection to our full
potential that was presented to us at Har Sinai.
(Sha'ar HaRachamim/Maggid Tzedek)
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After the Torah reading we say “Etz Chaim Hee”- Torah is the tree of life. Let us learn Torah with the
intention of bringing life. (EB)
Rabbi Weinberg taught, There is a halacha not to say “gezuntheit” while learning because there is no
need; the learning should be the healing for you. If you say it, there is a part of you that doesn’t believe
the Torah will heal you. (EB)
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Hallel
In the Talmud, Tractate Pesachim Page 117a., the following teaching is presented:
Rav Yehuda said in the name of Shmuel: The Song in the Torah was said by Moshe and Israel at
the moment when they rose from the Sea.
Who said this Hallel? The prophets among them established for Israel that they should say it:
● On each chapter
● On each trouble that it should not come
● When Yisrael is redeemed from trouble, they should recite it over their
redemption.
The “song” that is being referred to is the famous “Az Yasheer”, “Then he (Moshe Rabbeinu) sang” with
the Children of Israel after the splitting of the sea, their miraculous escape, and the resulting destruction of
their pursuers; which left B’nei Yisrael truly and absolutely free of Egyptian bondage.
So, why do we need an Amorah (a Rabbi of the Talmudic era, truly a sage of colossal degree) to inform us
that Moshe and Israel sang the Song of the Sea when they exited the Sea? This part of the Torah is
excerpted and incorporated into our daily prayers, i.e., this is common knowledge! If so, why did Shmuel
and then Rav Yehuda feel it necessary to reiterate the point? They evidently want us to know something
that is not obvious at all, something very, very important.
Why does Rav Yehuda bring this song into a discussion about Hallel? Hallel is a collection of Psalms
that is placed between an opening and closing blessing to compose a Brachah Areechtah, a “long”
blessing. Hallel is generally recited at the beginning of each Hebrew month and on most festivals such as
now on Shavuot.
Rav Yehuda asks, “Who said this Hallel?” yet doesn’t answer his own question. Rav Yehuda informs us
when the prophets taught us to sing the Hallel, but that wasn’t his question!
What does, “on each chapter” mean? If we sing the Hallel so that a trouble will not come, why will we
need to be saved from the trouble; did our Hallel not work?
“When they rose from the Sea,” is different than saying when they exited the Sea: It teaches us that
Moshe and Israel sang their song as a way of stepping up to the next stage; it was a song of how the past
prepared them for the “New,” the “Ḥadash,” the next stage, or, in Rav Yehuda’s words, “the next
chapter” of their lives.
One of the issues with which we are currently dealing is that for many people, they’re simply seeking an
end to quarantine, an end to current frustrations or the immediate crisis, rather than understanding that this
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can actually be preparation for a new chapter of life: a new chapter in my relationship with other people;
a new chapter in my relationship with the Almighty.
Hallel r eminds us in these types of situations, that we have a choice whether to look to the next stage or
the next day as a new chapter, or, simply a way of continuing what was already there or recapturing what
was there. It is the Hallel and the singing of Hallel that reminds us we are empowered to use this “exit”
from one stage of our life, one powerful experience of our life, as an “entrance” into the next chapter of
our lives.
So imagine, just imagine, if all the Gedolei Yisrael, the greatest sages of Israel today, would say when all
the Jews in the world are released from quarantine, “Let’s have a day of Hallel together, so that we can
celebrate not only that we came out of this alive, but we have changed and we have learned something
from this that connects all of us. “All of us” being the primary idea. Can you imagine that? Right?!
That’s what singing Hallel would do.
A “prophet among us”, as stated in the Talmud, is a prophet who is living through the same experience;
it’s happening to him or her, too. However, the prophet has this enhanced clarity with their relationship
with HaShem, “I know that we can do this together and step into an entirely new relationship with the
Almighty, a new chapter of our existence, a new chapter in the story of the Jewish people.”
Singing Hallel is an act of Beḥirah, of active choosing. It is an acknowledgment of Individual, Specific
Divine Providence, Hashgaḥah Prahteet. It is an acknowledgement that Hashgaḥah Prahteet will
respond to my choice on how I deal with the situation and how I want to deal with it. Singing Hallel is a
way of saying that Judaism possesses all the necessary tools and wisdom to prepare ourselves for the next
step. By preparing for the next step the Almighty will respond by offering us more guidance.
The prophets taught us to continue the Song of Moshe and Israel each time we sing the Hallel, before
what will be the next chapter in our lives. We must sing Hallel to celebrate, empower, and prepare for the
next stage in our lives. That’s what the words of the Talmud, “the prophets among them” imply should be
done in our situation.
(Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Hallel: Min Hameitzar: Lo Amus (Based on Rabbi Yosef Tzvi MiSacronavitch - Sh’eirit Yosef)
“I shall not die! But I shall live and relate the deeds of the Creator!” (Psalms 118:17)
It doesn’t begin with “I shall live!” It begins with, “I shall not die!”
This reflects the words of the Zohar (Volume II 158b), “Torah can only thrive in one who is willing to die
in it.”
I must be willing to dedicate every ounce of my life toward Torah.
This verse is our exhalation that no matter how much I may feel that “I am dying for Torah,” “I shall not
die!” There is no life other than Torah, a life that I will use to relate the deeds of the Creator. (Machberet
Avodat Hashem)
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Hallel: Ana Hashem (Based on Rabbi Eliezer son of Rav Natan of Mayence The Ra’avan) “Please,
God, save now!” (Psalms 118:25) Save us now with redemption.
“Bring success,” (Psalms 118:25) so that we can use the Redemption to continue to grow and attach to
You, and so that we can thank You as one released from prison with, “Blessed is he who comes in the
Name of God. We bless you from the House of God.” (Psalms 118:26)
We picture the Redemption as real as our experience at Revelation, with prayers that we maximize this
opportunity, as described in the verses that follow. (Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Hallel: Baruch Habah (Based on Chiddushei HaRim) Isru chag ba’avosim ad karnos ha’mizbeach
“Bind the festival offering with cords until the corners of the Altar (Psalms 118:27).”
Please, God, bind our experiences of the Hallel to us, so that we can remain connected to Your Altar of
Service, even after the chag has ended. (Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Ha’Hofchi Ha’tzur Agam Mayim –
“Who turns rocks into a pond of water . . .” –
Our lives the way we knew them have been turned on their heads. Things we took for granted are no
longer. During this time of “v’nahafoch Hu”, let us daven to Hashem and anticipate that He will also turn
our previous limitations or limited life circumstances onto their heads –
Let those who were barren conceive, those who were single be married, those who struggled with anger
become patient . . . etc (“M’ashpos yarim evyon” . . .”moshivi akeres habayis . . .” ”Even ma’asu haboim
hayta l’rosh pinah” . . .) (EMS)
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Ata V’chartanu
Ata V’chartanu -- You have chosen us from all the peoples; You loved us and found favor in us;
You exalted us above all the languages and You sanctified us with Your commandments. You drew
us close, our Kindred, to Your service and proclaimed Your great and Holy Name upon us.
After experiencing the revelation of Hakadosh Baruch Hu at which time we experienced a world beyond
time and we are to reach throughout the entire year, that is when we can say “Ata Bichartanu” with these
Kavanos.
The Lechem Rav writes that there are seven levels of praise in this prayer: “chosen,” “loved,” “found
favor,” “exalted,” “sanctified us,” “drew us close,” and “proclaimed Your great and Holy Name upon us.”
These seven correspond to seven holidays: Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur, Sukkot, Hanukkah, Purim,
Pesach, and Shavuot. You have chosen us refers to Rosh Hashana, the day on which God created the
world for the sake of Israel. You loved us refers to the great kindnesses we honor on Sukkot. And you
found favor in us refers to Pesach. You exalted us above all the languages refers to Shavuot when God
gave us the Torah in all 70 languages. You sanctified us with Your commandments refers to Hanukkah.
You drew us close to Your service refers to Purim. You proclaimed Your great and Holy Name upon
us refers to Yom Kippur when we can recite certain prayers that are usually limited to only the
Ministering Angels. (Machberes Avodas Hashem)
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 וַ ִתּ ֶתּן ָלנוּ- The Mussaf application of vatitein lanu is related to a concept about loving God B'chol

Me'odecha with all the me'od, all the much, all the things, the abundance that He gives us which
is that if I give a gift to somebody and I see that the person uses that gift regularly and the
appreciation for that gift on the part of the receiver is always increasing because the more the
receiver uses it, the more it becomes part of the receiver's life, the more appreciated it is and the
happier I am with the gift I chose to give.
We have received the Torah this morning at Har Sinai and now I realize that I have a gift. And
the question is, “How will you use the gift?” And how will you use the gift in a way that
expresses to the Giver of the gift, the vatitein lanu, the One-Who-Gives, your deep appreciation
for the gifts that you have. We have lived through a crisis. There are those who were ill, those
who weren't; but we're surviving, and we're doing well, and we're learning, and we're finding out
that synagogues are beginning to open up again, and we're looking to the future. And this is a
perfect time for us to consider how we will use this renewed gift of life and apply it to the future
so that it can actually be a celebration of all the gifts we have received. (Machberet Avodat
Hashem)
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Mipnei haYad -- Because of the hand
Written by Machberes Avodas Hashem
“We cannot ascend to appear and to prostrate ourselves before You, and to perform our obligations in the
House of Your choice, in the great and holy House upon which Your Name was proclaimed, because of
the hand that was dispatched against Your Sanctuary.”
This refers specifically to the hand that is mentioned in the battle against Amalek; the hand that rests on
God’s throne while His Name is incomplete as long as that evil exists in the world. That hand went out
against His House, the House of His Name, because we did not go out and fight to destroy evil in the
world. This prayer is our statement of commitment to battle evil, so that the House that bears His Name
can be restored and complete. (Lechem Rav)
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Festival Prayers Mussaf: U’mipnei Chata’ein “But because of our sins we have been exiled from our
land and sent far from our soil. We cannot ascend to appear and to prostrate ourselves before You and to
perform our obligations in the House of Your choice, in the great and holy House, upon which Your
Name was proclaimed.” Rabbi Isaac adduced to the verse: “My beloved is like a doe or a young hart,
behold he stands behind our wall (Shir Hashirim 2:9).” Happy are Israel to whom it has been granted that
this pledge should be with them from the Supreme King, for though they are in exile, the Holy One,
Blessed is He, comes at the beginning of every month and on every Shabbat and festival to take note of
them and to look at His pledge which is with them, His most precious possession.
He is like a king whose queen has offended him so that he has expelled her from the palace. What does
she do? She takes the king’s son, his pride and his darling; and because the king is still fond of her he
leaves him with her.
When the king yearns for the queen and her son, he climbs up roofs and goes down steps to peep at them
through chinks in walls, and when he obtains a glimpse of them he weeps behind the wall and then
departs.
So Israel, though they have gone forth from the King’s palace, have not lost that pledge, which the King
has left with them because He still loves them, and when He yearns for them He goes up on roofs and
steps to gain a sight of them through the cracks in the wall (symbolized by the way the Kohanim spread
their fingers while blessing the people), as it says, “He looks in at the windows, He glances through the
lattice,” in the synagogues and houses of study. Therefore Israel should rejoice on the day on which they
know this, and say, “This is the day on which God has wrought; we will rejoice and be glad in it (Psalms
118:24 - Final Chapter of Hallel).” (Zohar III; Bechukotai 114b)
The Ramak (Ohr Yakar) expands on this and says that when God peeks at us and sees that although we
rejoice we also weep, “But because of our sins...” that we have lost the opportunity to ascend to His
House, God rejoices that His Queen - the Shechinah - and Child - Israel - miss Him so much, and He
counts each of our tears as a stone to be used in rebuilding the Beit Hamikdash (Machberet Avodat
Hashem)
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Yismechu - 2nd Day Mussaf
When We Move Forward Into Future (Based on Rav Avraham of Sochatchov quoted by his son in
Shem Mishmuel)
For six days, work may be done and the seventh day is a day of complete rest (Exodus 31:15). Rashi
comments that it is not enough to refrain only from halachically prohibited activities, a temporary rest.
One must rest completely, so that he will be free for sacred activities in honor of His Creator. If the
Shabbat rest is only for a single day, it is only a temporary rest.
The prohibition of working on Shabbat is forever; it is only that when the Shabbat leaves, it is as if the
person has entered an entirely new world, one in which work is permitted . (Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Shabbos Yismichu

Imrei Emet: Shabbat Prayers: Mussaf: “They Shall Rejoice” (Based on Imrei Emet)
“They shall rejoice in Your kingship, those who observe the Sabbath and call it a delight.”
It is most appropriate for a human being to strive to derive happiness from the Sabbath, as it is written,
“On the day of your happiness (Numbers 10:10),” and the Midrash teaches this refers to the Sabbath.
When we recite the words, “they shall rejoice in Your kingship," we must remember that the most
powerful way to derive happiness from the Sabbath is through our faith that such happiness exists and is
accessible, as is taught in the holy Zohar (Volume 2, page 88), “The Sabbath meals are meals of faith.”
In proportion to our faith that the Sabbath is able to help us achieve happiness, and to the degree we
grasp onto that faith and its happiness, so will the Sabbath purify us from all thoughts that would deprive
us from its eternal joy. (Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Aleinu
Aleinu (Musaf)
Aleinu L’Shahbayacḥ L’Adon HaKol, “It is incumbent upon us to praise the Lord of Everything”
Aleinu appears as a centerpiece in the Musaf services of Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur. Space
permitting, we fall to the ground and prostrate ourselves on our knees, face to the ground as we bow
before God, our King. And yet, in our daily, Shabbat, and Holiday services, Aleinu is placed at the end of
the services, where its placement often leads to merely “conformational” bowing along with everyone
when we say the words “And we fold our knees and bow and give thanks before the King, the King of
Kings, the Holy One Blessed be He.” We may sing the words, but our concentration is often “shot” by the
end of services. When we pray Aleinu, do we not often do so half-heartedly? And even if we do pray with
kavanah, let’s admit: we certainly do not pray it with the same gravitas we do on the High Holidays.
Why then is Aleinu placed at the end of our regular prayer services?
The answer is in the question. Whereas Aleinu is a centerpiece of the High Holiday services, our daily
prayers are meant to end on that same note. We should leave the synagogue with our last thoughts and
feelings being those of Aleinu.
The period of isolation during the Covid pandemic presented all of us with an unprecedented and unique
opportunity.
The Talmud teaches that wearing a skullcap, a head covering also known as a ”kippah” or ”yarmulke”,
was instituted as a device by two Jewish sage's Mothers, righteous and devout women, who did not wish
their sons to "walk a distance of more than approximately 6 feet, without the awareness of God above
them."
During the past number of weeks, our mouths and hands have had to be covered, our legs virtually
covered, in that aside from necessary shopping or work, our legs have been “covered” too, i.e., not seen in
public to a huge extent! We have been unable to walk those 6 feet outside our homes – even to our houses
of worship! – and to so many other places.
Those sages' mothers wished to instill within their sons' very beings that each and every step of their day
God was there with them. It is painful to make a connection that perhaps one of the messages of this
difficult time we’ve been subjected to is that we may have lost this level or sense of duty even when
going to our houses of worship.
There is a high spiritual level called Shaar HaMelech, “The King’s Gate,” described in the Hasidic
masterpiece, Yosher Divrei Emet,“Straight Words of Truth.” One is instructed by the Ḥasidic Masters to
see one’s self as standing “within the King’s Gate,” and that the King, meaning God, is right there,
standing over them. Would you behave differently in such a situation? Of course! We all would. “The
King’s Gate” is a visualization device like the skullcap. It is meant to instill upon us this sense of God
being present in our lives.
During the start of the Covid isolation I thought that God was communicating that we focus on our
immediate relationships at home. Then my Rabbi said something that opened my eyes. Of course! It's also
been a time period to deepen and to recognize God's Presence in our lives.
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Aleinu
Now I better understand why this past Passover was so deep and wonderful for so many of us, despite
being in isolation.
Erich Fromm said he hates the American concept of the Dinner Party, because as soon as there is more
than one guest or couple with us, all intimacy is lost and the time devolves into banality.
Well, this Passover we had ONE guest with us.
These Sabbaths we have been with THE ONE alone in our homes.
And this Shavuot we once again stand before THE ONE as our ancestors did at Mount Sinai.
Aleinu is not some sweet song at the end of prayers. It is the crescendo! This is how we should feel. We
stand before THE ONE when we are saying Aleinu. We should have this awareness of standing before
the King of Kings and bow with the same feeling that we do on Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur. We
should recite the prayer as our mission statement: to get out there to remove idolatry and to fix the world
by increasing God’s Dominion.
It is tempting to say that many of the places that have been forcibly removed from our lives are those that
serve to diminish the sense of God’s Dominion: malls, movies, bars, restaurants, leisure travel, sports
events, concerts, skiing, bowling, SOCIALIZING – and if we are not praying or participating fully in the
services, our houses of worship too – are all places and things where we can become forgetful of God
being with us and that our role in prayer and in our actions is to “praise the Adon HaKol.”
I think many do feel the change, but are still discovering or coming to this realization, as it is difficult to
put one's finger on what precisely we need to, in fact, rediscover and are now experiencing alone at home
during Sabbaths and Holidays in isolation. And if we're burying ourselves in novels, puzzles and
otherwise doing our best to continue being forgetful it will serve to either, God forbid, miss the message
and/or to prolong the "time out" in which we find ourselves.
The last chapter of Rabbi Adin Steinsaltz's book The Soul is called, "Listening to the Soul." This is a
time to work on just that.
But even more, this is a time to rediscover and to recommit to the immediate Relationship with God we
committed to at Har Sinai: to walk, speak and to act with the knowledge of God being right here with us
at all times and to leave services with our mission statement fully in mind, “Aleinu L’Shahbayaḥ L’Adon
HaKol.”
(Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Ata Vichartanu Mincha

Ata Vichartanu Kavanot: Shavuot Mincha
“You have chosen us from all the peoples; You loved us and found favor in us; You exalted us above all
the tongues and You sanctified us with Your commandments. You drew us close, our King, to Your
service and proclaimed Your great and Holy Name upon us.”
Kavanot Shavuot Mincha:
You have chosen us from all the peoples (Based on Avudirham) , “I have loved you with an eternal love,
therefore I have extended kindness to you (Jeremiah 31:2).” The Children of Israel first had to experience
God’s Eternal Love through His constant care of them with the clouds, water and Manna and all the
miracles, before He brought them to Sinai, so that they would experience Sinai, God is choosing Israel to
receive Torah as an expression of that love. (Ramchal; Nach)
Kavanah: “May we experience Your love for us each time we study Torah as we did at Sinai as an
expression of Your eternal love for us.” [This also can be used as a Kavanah for the blessing of Ahavat
Olam just before Shemah] (Machberet Avodat Hashem)

You loved us and found favor in us (Based on Avudirham), “For God favors, Rotzeh, His people; He
adorns the humble with salvation (Psalms 149:4).” God’s favor can be found in the constant Salvation in
creation, but is discovered only in those adorned with it; the humble. (Kozhnitzer Maggid; Toledot
Yitzchak)
Kavanah: “We acknowledge that we live in a world of salvation (Matzmiach keren Yeshu’a) and we
commit ourselves to living with humility so that the salvation may be seen adorning us.” (Machberet
Avodat Hashem)

You exalted us above all the tongues (Based on Rabbeinu Yehudah ben Yakar) “You alone did I know
from all the families of the earth; therefore I will hold you to account for all your iniquities (Amos 3:2).”
“Know” is an expression of love and connection. Because I love you so much, I will not directly punish
you but will “hold you to account,” and have you repair your iniquities. (Panim Yafot; Mishpatim)
“Did I know,” is an expression of deep felt love, for all your actions influence the Highest Heavens for
good and not yet good, something I did not grant the other families of the earth. (Yaker MiPaz; Shemot)
Kavanah: “We acknowledge Your great and passionate love for us that allows our actions to influence
the Upper Worlds, and we commit to repair any damage caused by our errors.” (Machberet Avodat
Hashem)
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Ata Vichartanu Mincha

You sanctified us with Your commandments.
You drew us close, our King, to Your service (Based on Rabbeinu Yehudah ben Yakar) “Praises to the
one whom You choose and draw near to dwell in Your courts; may we be sated with the goodness of
Your House, the holiest part of Your Sanctuary (Psalms 65:3).”
You chose Abraham, although You did not bring him close. You brought Jacob, Moshe, David, Yitro, and
Rachav close, although you did not choose them. We praise God for the fact that He both chose us and
brought us close to His service! (Tanchumah; Re’ei)
Kavanah: “We rejoice in both our being chosen and brought close to Your service as expressed by the
Mitzvot You gave us to attach to You.” (Machberet Avodat Hashem)

Proclaimed Your great and Holy Name upon us. (Based on Avudirham) “God, Master of Legions, will
become exalted through judgment, and the Holy Power will be sanctified through justice - Tzeddaka
(Isaiah 5:16).” Even as the Holy One, Blessed is He, acts in judgment against the nations, He is sanctified
by the Tzeddaka He manifests to Israel, which in turn expresses that God chose us, loves us, desires us,
exalts us, sanctifies us, brings us close to Him, and demonstrates that His Holy Name is called upon us.
(Shem MiShmuel; Kedoshim 5676)
Kavanah: “Please act only through Your Attribute of Tzeddaka so that all will see Your Name called
upon us as an expression of Your Choice, Love.....” (Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Ata Vichartanu Mincha- Shimcha HaGadol V'Ha Kadosh Aleinu Karasa

V’Shimcha HaGadol V'Ha Kadosh Aleinu Karata (Mincha): “And Your Great and Holy Name you
have called upon us,” meaning, You refer to yourself, God, by us.
We can walk away from Shavuot with a newfound commitment to Torah and with a new appreciation of
our relationship with Hashem. We have an awareness, a heightened awareness -- both for negative and
positive reasons -- of this fact: the way we respond to these situations is our opportunity to relate to
Hashem in a whole new way.
We have an opportunity to live lives of Kiddush Hashem, sanctification, of God's name. This is because
we are associated with God’s name or, God forbid, the other side. That's the gift and the responsibility of
V'Shimcha HaGadol V'HaKadosh Aleinu Karata.
(Machberet Avodat Hashem)
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Vatiten Lanu - Mincha

Vatitein lanu
 וַ ִתּ ֶתּן ָלנוּ- I can't even imagine what it was like. On that day of Har Sinai at the end of the day,

towards Mincha time. The sun is setting, we're home, we're back in our tents, and everything is
changed. Our existence has changed. We’ve touched the greatest heights. We had the courage to
say to Moshe we need a little distance so that we can feel safe and protect ourselves. We have
learned so much about ourselves. While we're here, at the end of the day, we realize that nothing
is the same anymore. And that the experience of Har Sinai was the gift, not just what was
revealed to us, the information, the 10 statements, but the experience is a gift. It's a gift that's
ours, vatitein lanu, You gave it to us. And it's a gift that's permanently ours. What would happen
if all of us would have the opportunity to say, "The gift of the ideas I gained, the gift of being
able to reformat my prayer, because I'm praying alone... the gift of being able to reestablish
relationships, the ones that when I reached out to people with whom I've not been in touch in
years... all these are gifts.” And it's not this specific information perhaps, but the experience of it
and if we receive it as a gift, and accept it as a gift, we'll have the ability to take it forward with
us after Shavuot, after we leave Har Sinai and after we move on to the next stage of our lives.
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Mizmor Shir Lyom Hashabbos
Rising To Greatness: Mizmor Shir L’yom Ha Shabbat (Kabbalat Shabbat)
Just as they arrived at Sinai in repentance, so they left Rephidim in repentance
~ Mechilta, Exodus 19:2
There is no open reference to repentance in B’nei Yisrael’s arrival at Sinai, only anticipation.
Why did the Sages choose to phrase their teaching as emphasizing repentance rather than
anticipation?
The highest form of repentance is anticipation. Repentance is not possible without anticipating
that one’s efforts will be effective. Repentance cannot be heartfelt unless the person anticipates
and believes deep in his heart that he will achieve teshuvah and live life as one who has repented.
The road to repentance cannot be complete unless you first truly anticipate living on a higher
level.
In other words, teshuvah means I am prepared to Rise to Greatness.
No wonder we derive the laws of conversion from Sinai; the people pictured themselves as living
with higher souls, at an elevated level. They first had to believe that the higher level was possible
before even attempting it.
This year, how wonderful it is that we are using Shabbat, the Day of Teshuvah, to prepare for our
Shavuot journey of Rising To Greatness! The Psalm of the Shabbat Day is understood by the
Sages as The Psalm of Teshuvah.
Thank you for joining us on this journey toward Sinai; a journey up the mountain, climbing our
way up to incredible heights in our relationship with the Giver of the Torah by using His Torah to
do Teshuvah; to anticipate, to discover, yes, to achieve our untapped potential.
I look forward to this journey with you, guided by Shabbat, empowered by the Teshuvah of
anticipation, and energized by the Infinite riches of Torah study and prayer.
~ Machberet Avodat Hashem
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Mizmor Shir L'yom HaShabbos

Pisukei d'Zimrah - Psalm 92 Shabbat Day - Shabbat of Sinai - A Completed World
The perception that dawns on a person to see the world not as finished, but as in the process of continued
becoming, ascending, developing; this changes him from being “under the sun,” to being, “above the
Sun,” from the place where there is nothing new to the place where there is nothing old, where everything
takes on a new form. The joy of heaven and Earth abides in him as on the day they were created.
In this luminous perspective one looks at all the worlds, at the general and the human development, at the
destiny of each creature, at all the events of all times.
The time that is an interrupted Shabbat on which eternal peace shines, is the day when, by the nature of its
creation, there pulsates a continued thrust for the new. It needs no end, no termination. It is the choicest of
days, and ornament of beauty, the source of all blessings. (Orot Kedushah, II, Pages 535)
-Machberes Avodas Hashem-
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Birkat Hamazon

Birkat Hamazon:
What we're saying is that the mann is true, that it was the most important mann meal, that it
would make sense that the bentching that night, which is the first brocha  of bentching , is the
brocha  over mann , would be incredibly significant.
It would have to be a celebration of the fact that Torah can only be given to those who eat mann .
So that means that the flavors, the textures, that give the sense of individuality, all have to be
included in that first brocha  of bentching .

What's even more interesting is that we don't say thank you in the first brocha  of bentching , we
say thank you in the second b rocha  of bentching.
It's that if you're satisfied, v 'achalta v'sovota u'verachta , you turn your experience into a brocha ,
which is exactly what we're trying to do.
We're trying to take people's experiences and turn them into a brocha , which is to expand my
experience, to expand my insights and ideas in the siddur is what we're doing.
Then Nodeh l'cha  is, What's the Thank you? How does this Thank you come up? The Thank you
is the expansion of that first brocha  of bentching , which is the thank you for the opportunity to
take the Torah that you taught me and to apply it in E
 retz Yisrael,  in bris milah , in all sorts of
different things. Meaning that N
 odeh l'cha , the opening of Nodeh , that list of seven things for
which we are thankful is the u'verachta
Because we now can fully appreciate and experience that what we got at Har Sinai was
something that we could take and apply in every given situation.
(Machberes Avodas Hashem)
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